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TIIVISTELMÄ

Substantiiveilla on englannin kielessä komplementteja, jotka olennaisesti kuuluvat
substantiivilausekkeisiin ja määrittävät sekä täsmentävät substantiivin merkitystä.
Tämä englannin kielen kieliopin alue on jäänyt vähäiselle huomiolle kieliopin
tutkijoiden ja kielitieteilijöiden keskuudessa.

Tämän tutkielman aiheena ovat substantiivit, joiden komplementteina
toimivat prepositiolausekkeet. Tutkielman päämäärä on kieliaineiston avulla selvittää
mitkä substantiivit esiintyvät over -komplementin kanssa the British National -
korpuksen neljässä eri tekstityypissä: Spoken context-governed, Imaginative,
Informative social science ja Informative commerce & finance tekstityypeissä.

Tutkielman päälähteinä on käytetty the British National -korpusta ja the
Oxford English -sanakirjaa sekä Collins COBUILD Grammar Patterns 2: Nouns and
Adjectives -kielioppikirjaa. The Oxford English -sanakirjaa käytettiin over -
preposition relevanttien merkitysten listaamiseen ja the British National -korpus toimi
tutkittavien esimerkkilauseiden lähteenä. Lisäksi Collins COBUILD Grammar
Patterns 2: Nouns and Adjectives- kielioppikirjaa käytettiin teorialähteenä, kun
aineistossa esiintyneitä substantiiveja luokiteltiin merkityskategorioihin.

Tutkielman teoreettinen osa koostuu viidestä ja empiirinen osa kahdesta
osuudesta. Teoreettisessa osassa esitellään the British National -korpus ja kerrotaan
esimerkkilauseiden kokoamisprosessista ja analysoinnista. Lisäksi teoreettinen osa
sisältää substantiivien ja over -preposition yleiskatsauksen sekä yleiskäsittelyn
komplementti -käsitteestä, substantiivien komplementeista ja substantiiveista, joiden
komplementtina over – prepositio toimii.

Tutkielman empiirisessä osassa esitellään ensin eri tekstityyppien
aineistot ja lopuksi tehdään yhteenveto, jossa kootaan eri tekstityypeissä ilmenneet
tutkimustulokset yhteen. Empiirisessä osassa over -preposition kanssa aineistossa
esiintyviä substantiiveja tutkitaan kattavasti eri näkökulmista. Substantiivit jaotellaan
eri tekstityypeissä yleisesti ja harvemmin over -preposition kanssa esiintyviin
substantiiveihin. Substantiivit jaotellaan myös eri ryhmiin: the ’dispute’, the
‘advantage’, the ‘control’, the ‘victory’, the ‘fuss’, the ‘grief’, the ‘debate’, the
‘agreement’ ja nouns with other meanings -merkityskategorioihin. Tutkielmassa
käsitellään myös substantiivien prepositiolausekkeiden komplementteja ja vertaillaan
aineistotietoa teoriatiedon kanssa sekä tarkastellaan yleisimpien yksittäisten
substantiivien sekä merkityskategorioihin kuuluvien substantiivien merkityksiä.
Tutkielmassa on keskitytty syvällisemmin substantiiveihin, jotka aineiston mukaan
yleisesti esiintyvät over – preposition kanssa ja ne lukuisat substantiivit, jotka
esiintyivät aineistossa ainoastaan kerran tai kaksi kertaa ja useimmiten vain yhdessä
tekstityypissä, on jätetty tutkielmassa vähemmälle huomiolle.

Aineiston perusteella over – prepositiota käytetään substantiivien
komplementtina yleisesti informatiivisissa tekstityypeissä. Myös puhutussa kielessä
over- prepositio substantiivien komplementtina on käytössä, mutta fiktiivisissä
teksteissä substantiivit esiintyvät harvoin over -komplementin kanssa. Aineistossa
useimmiten esiintyneet substantiivit olivat advantage, authority, concern, control,
debate, dispute, influence, power ja right, jotka esiintyivät yleisesti vähintään kahden
eri tekstityypin aineistoissa. Puolet näistä yleisimmistä substantiiveista kuuluu ”the
control” – merkitysryhmään. Näistä usein over – komplementin kanssa esiintyvistä
substantiiveista control on ylivoimaisesti yleisimmin over -preposition kanssa
esiintyvä substantiivi. Yleisin prepositiolausekekomplementti kaikkien substantiivien
kanssa on over + substantiivilauseke.
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1. Introduction

The complementation of nouns is in sharp focus in this first subject thesis. Noun

complementation has not gained enough attention that it well and truly serves: the

complementation of nouns is an issue that has been and is widely disregarded by

many grammarians and linguists.

Among others, nouns can be complemented by prepositional phrases and the

aim of this paper is to find out which nouns occur with the prepositional phrase that

includes the word over as the headword and the prepositional element following the

headword. The British National Corpus (hereafter the BNC) worked as the source of

the data samples. The data examples were gathered from the BNC through the Sketch

Engine in four text types. The text types are Spoken context-governed, Imaginative,

Informative social science, and Informative commerce & finance.

Other primary sources, besides the BNC, were the Oxford English Dictionary

(hereafter the OED) and Collins COBUILD Grammar Patterns 2: Nouns and

Adjectives. The OED had importance in providing the relevant senses for the word

over and for noun groups and individual nouns. The meaning groups of nouns

complemented by over listed in Collins COBUILD Grammar Patterns 2: Adjectives

and Nouns worked as the basis of the categorization of the nouns found in the data.

Secondary sources: grammars, dictionaries, and linguistic texts, were used for

introducing background information about nouns, the word over, and

complementation in general, and in particular the complementation of nouns.

Chapters from one to six constitute the theoretical part and chapters seven and

eight include the empirical part of this paper. In chapters two and three the BNC is

introduced in more detail and the process of gathering the data examples is described.
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Chapter four embodies an overview of nouns and chapter five is an overview of the

word over in which all the senses given in the OED are listed and the relevant senses

are discovered. Chapter six, firstly, represents complementation in general and then

explains the distinction between complements and adjuncts; secondly, it also

introduces the complementation of nouns that are complemented by over and

categorizes them into meaning groups according to Francis et al. (1998, 207-210).

These meaning groups of the nouns complemented by over are the ‘dispute’, the

‘advantage’, the ‘control’, the ‘victory’, the ‘fuss’, the ‘grief’, the ‘debate’, and the

‘agreement’ group and nouns with other meanings.

In chapter seven, data of each four text type, Spoken context-governed,

Imaginative, Informative social science, and Informative commerce & finance, is

individually presented. The nouns found complemented by over in the data are

introduced, as well as the complementation patterns they take after the head

preposition over, and moreover nouns are categorized into meaning groups. Chapter

eight makes generalizations of the data examples. More attention is given to the nouns

that had many occurrences in the data of more than one text type, and the nouns that

only marginally occurred in the data of the Spoken context-governed, Imaginative,

Informative social science, and Informative commerce & finance text types are treated

with less attention.
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2. Corpus

The primary source of data at the present time is no longer judgments made by

linguistics anymore but corpus-linguistic data has become more and more mainstream

(Gries, 2006, 191). Bauer (2002, 98) states that “a corpus is a body of language data

which can serve as a basis for linguistic analysis and description”. He (ibid.) adds that

“language data are naturally occurring language data -- whose original purpose was

not to explain or justify some linguistic analysis”.

The four advantages of corpus-based studies, with relation to isolated

subjective judgments that are devoid of any context, according to Gries (2006, 191),

are:

1. corpus-based quantification allows for a rather objective identification of what
may be considered important and what may be considered rather marginal

2. corpus-based quantifications allows for reliable testing as well as reliability
tests or comparisons of different studies

3. corpus-based approaches often allow for empirically more versatile studies
4. given the fact that corpora consist of naturally-produced speech and writing,

corpus-based approaches often allow for a more valid approach

The corpus used for this paper was the BNC. Tokens from the BNC were

gathered through the Sketch Engine. The Sketch Engine (or Word Sketch Engine) is

described on its main page as “a Corpus Query System incorporating word sketches,

grammatical relations, and a distributional thesaurus. A word sketch is a one-page,

automatic, corpus-derived summary of a word’s grammatical and collocational

behaviour” (www.sketchengine.co.uk).

The BNC is a corpus of about 100 million words representing present-day

English. All in all, there were 128 869 example sentences that included the word over

and 36 736 examples of the construction noun+ over in the data. Both, relevant and
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irrelevant examples are included in that number. In the Sketch Engine the BNC

corpus has data in fourteen different text types: Spoken context-governed, Spoken

demographic, Written books and periodicals, Written miscellaneous, Written-to-be-

spoken, and Imaginative text type. In addition to these, it consists of eight Informative

text types: applied science, arts, belief & thought, commerce & finance, leisure,

natural & pure science, social science, and world affairs. Data for this paper was

gathered from the Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science

and Informative commerce & finance text types. In selecting the text types, it was

considered that they would represent quite different registers. The total amount of

tokens in each text type is shown in the table:

Text type Total amount of tokens
Spoken context-governed 1276
Spoken demographic 522
Written books and periodicals 31575
Written miscellaneous 2370
Written-to-be-spoken 1001
Imaginative 5060
Informative applied science 2868
Informative arts 1745
Informative belief & thought 855
Informative commerce & finance 3321
Informative leisure 6295
Informative natural & pure science 1159
Informative social science 4820
Informative world affairs 8814
Table 1. Total amount of tokens in the different text types in the BNC
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3. Method

The main source of information for this first subject thesis was the BNC. The search

string for the construction noun+ over was performed in the Sketch Engine by typing

over as the keyword in the phrase slot. Secondly, the context for over was conceived

by diminishing the window size in the left context into one token, and then the part of

speech (PoS) was chosen to be a noun. In addition to these steps, each text type was

chosen in order to get examples of the construction noun+ over in Spoken context-

governed, Imaginative, Informative social science and Informative commerce &

finance text types. The program gave both irrelevant and relevant examples, and after

gathering the tokens from the BNC corpus, the analysis of the example sentences was

made manually: the examples were divided up into irrelevant and relevant ones.

The total amount of tokens in the Spoken context-governed, Imaginative,

Informative social science and Informative commerce & finance text types, was too

high for a paper of this length, and therefore only 20 percent of the total amount of

tokens in each text type was analyzed.

Text type Total amount of tokens 20 % of the total amount
of tokens

Spoken context-governed 1276 255
Imaginative 5060 1012
Informative social science 4820 964
Informative commerce and
finance

3321 664

 Table 2. Total amount of tokens and 20 % of the total amount of tokens in
Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science, and
Informative commerce & finance text types

Altogether, 2895 random samples of the construction noun + prepositional

phrase that contained the preposition over as the head element were examined.
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The nouns complemented by over in the example sentences in the data of the

text types, Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science and

Informative commerce & finance, are compared to each other by normed frequency

count numbers. “‘Normalization’ is a way to adjust raw frequency counts from texts

of different lengths so that they can be compared accurately” (Biber et al. 1998, 262).

In this paper, the normed frequency counts were calculated by dividing the raw

frequency count number by the number of 20% of the total amount of words in each

text type and then multiplied by the basis of the norming. The basis for the norming in

this paper is one million words. The normed frequency counts of the nouns that

occurred only once in the data were not calculated.

Text type Total amount of words in
the text type

20 % of the total
amount of words in the
text type

Spoken context-governed 6.135,671 1.227,134
Imaginative 16.386,486 3.277,297
Informative social science 13.906,177 2.781,235
Informative commerce and
finance

7.257,529 1.451,506

Table 3. Total amount of words and 20 % of the total amount of words in
Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science, and
Informative commerce & finance text types

Grammar books and dictionaries were used for getting theoretical information

about nouns, about the preposition over, and about the complementation of nouns.

The dictionary of high importance for this paper was the Oxford English Dictionary

and the grammar book of high importance, on which the division of different nouns

complemented by over is based, was Collins Cobuild Grammar Patterns by Francis et

al. The data was gathered from the BNC through the Sketch Engine in June 2007 and

the theoretical and empirical parts of the paper were written during the summer 2007.

The bibliography of the grammar books, dictionaries, and linguistic books which were
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useful for writing the pro gradu thesis are attached to the end of the paper as well as

an appendix of the data of the Informative social science text type. For practical

reasons the appendices of the data of the other text types was not included in this

paper. The Informative social science text type was chosen because it was the most

fertile text type with a lot of relevant examples and nouns.
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4. Nouns and noun phrases

One of the four major word-classes in the English language is nouns. According to the

OED, a noun is “a word used as the name or designation of a person, place, or thing;

the class or category of such words”. The OED adds that “in modern grammar a noun

is usually defined as a word that is capable of functioning as the subject and direct

object in a sentence, and as the object of a preposition”.

Different grammarians seem to divide the general term ‘noun’ into slightly

different categories. Huddleston and Pullum (2002, 54) divide the term into three

subcategories: common noun, proper noun, and pronoun.

(1) I found the dog. (common noun)

(2) Emma has arrived. (proper noun)

(3) They liked it. (pronoun)

Thomson and Martinet (1980, 8) divide the term into four subcategories of

which two are the same with Huddleston and Pullum’s categorization: common and

proper nouns. The remaining two subcategories, according to them (ibid.), are

abstract, for example charity and beauty, and collective nouns, for example team and

group.

Nouns have special characteristics that other word-classes do not have, for

example they can form plurals, book- books, and take articles, a book- the book (Quirk

et al. 1972, 127-128). However, as Quirk et al. (1972, 128) continue explaining, this

only applies to count nouns but not to mass nouns which do not have the plural form:

(4) see two little lambs. (the animal, a count noun)
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(5) eat New Zealand lamb. (the meat, a mass noun)

Mass nouns, or as they are sometimes called ‘non-count’ or ‘uncountable’

nouns, are not countable like count nouns, they are always in singular and usually

they refer to substances (Leech and Svartvik, 2002, 41).

The term ‘noun’ is a lexical category for words such as tree, pig and star; the

lexical category has a corresponding phrase type, which is called a noun phrase and

which consists of the head noun and other constituents that are related to the head

noun (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002, 22). Huddleston and Pullum (2002, 54) expound

that noun phrases may function as either subjects, objects, and moreover as

predicatives, in other words as the complement of the verb be ( as in example 8) or

become or seem (Thomson and Martinet, 1980, 8):

(6) The dog barked. (subject)

(7) I found the dog. (object)

(8) This is a dog. (predicative)

Furthermore, Quirk et al. (1972, 127) state that a noun phrase may function as

a complement, for example in the sentence: We did not figure on the storm, figure on

the storm is a verb phrase in which figure is the head verb and the prepositional

phrase on the storm is its complement. The noun phrase the storm is included in the

prepositional phrase. Schibsbye (1965, 90) mentions one more function for nouns, the

complement of prepositions: We did not figure on the storm, the storm is the

complement of the preposition on or in other words it is the object of the preposition

as Thomson and Martinet (1980, 8) enunciate the issue.
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A noun which is the head of a noun phrase is often closely linked to one or

more dependent elements (Carter and McCarthy, 2006, 322). One type of dependents

of nouns is determiner, which may only be the dependent of noun phrases, and of no

other phrasal categories (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002, 54). Other types of

dependents, according to Huddleston and Pullum (2002, 55), are modifiers and

complements. The table gives examples of the dependents.

Dependent Example
Determiner An old student
Modifier An old student
Complement An old student of mathematics
Table 4. Different types of dependents of noun phrases

Determiners, for example articles (a, the), demonstratives (this, that), and

possessives (my, his) are pre-head elements of nouns. Modifiers, on the other hand,

may occur as pre-head elements or post-head elements. Leech and Svartvik (2002,

330) explain that modifiers that stand before the head represent premodification and

modifiers that come after the head, represent postmodification. The most common

type of postmodifiers of nouns is the prepositional phrase (Leech and Svartvik, 2002,

360). Complements, on the other hand, are always post-head elements.

The post-head elements of nouns consist of different phrases which are listed

in the table (Bowen 2005, 5-6):

Type of phrase Example
prepositional phrase A strong belief in God.

adjective phrase The actress eager for recognition.

adverbial phrase The car over there.

noun phrase Tony Blair, Prime Minister.

Table 5. Types of phrases of post-head elements of nouns
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In addition, nouns can have clauses as post-head elements. The types of

clauses and examples of the clauses, given by Bowen (2005, 6), are listed in the table.

Type of clause Example
restrictive relative clause The first woman who flew across the

Atlantic was…
non-restrictive relative clause The girl, who was born in Lund, won the

competition.
interrogative wh-clause The issue whether he will win…

preposition + ing-clause Her chance of winning the election…

that-clause The fact that he won…

non-finite clause The need to win.

verbless clause The party over, they all went home

Table 6. Types of clauses of post-head elements of nouns

Complements and postmodifiers function differently according to Carter and

McCarthy (2006, 323): “postmodifiers specify which person or thing or type of person

or thing is being referred to”, and all postmodifiers can be paraphrased by a relative

clause, complements, on the other hand, “complete the meaning of the noun phrase”.
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5. Preposition over

The senses of the preposition over, which are introduced below, were taken from the

OED (s.v. over). In addition to the senses found in the OED, information about the

relevant senses for this paper was given by two additional dictionaries, the Cambridge

Advanced Learner’s Dictionary and the Collins Cobuild Advanced Learner’s

Dictionary, is introduced.

5.1. Over in the OED

The senses I - VI of the preposition over in the OED are tabled and the relevant senses

of over for this pro gradu thesis, which were derived by examining the example

sentences given in the OED are reported after the tables of each sense group I-V.

Examples of the relevant senses are given as well. Only those examples in the OED

were examined, in which over actually occurred in the written form over, and not in

some older form, for example ouer. Only one exception was made with an example in

sense 9 which contained three relevant nouns complemented by over, written in the

form ouer.
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5.1.1 Sense I ‘above’

Sense Example in the OED
1. a. Above, higher up than. Used of
position or motion within the space
above; also (after hang, project, jut, lean,
etc.) in relation to anything beneath.
b. In various fig. uses.

c. orig. and chiefly U.S. over the
signature (also name, etc.) of: (of a piece
of writing, esp. journalism) explicitly
stated to be by (a given person); attached
or attributed to the name of.
d. Math. Divided by, with allusion to the
dividend being written above the divisor,
or separated from it by an oblique stroke.
e. Med. Representing the oblique stroke
separating the systolic measurement of
blood pressure from the diastolic in
medical records.

a. 1993 Discover Diving Apr. 68/1 The
clouds of butterflyfish that hang over
Hawaii's reefs during the day.

b. 2001 FourFourTwo Oct. 82/1 With the
threat of a two-year ban looming over
him.
c. 1992 Boston Globe 1 Aug. 10/1 A
Weld spokesman denied that the governor
authorized the Republican State
Committee to draft three letters over his
signature.
d. 1998 Racing Post (Nexis) 5 Aug. 9 As
pi is 22 over seven and the circumference
of the Roodee is 1,700 yards, r is 600.
e. 1998 G. ADAMS Casualty (BBC TV
Production draft) 13th Ser. Episode 6.
101 Sean: Pleuritic, chest pain
dyspnoea... Pulse? Eve: 140, resps over
35 per min, BP 130 over 70.

2. a. To a position above; (also, of water)
to a point higher than and submerging.
Also fig.

b. In or into a position in which water, or
another fluid, rises above (a person's
shoes, boots, ears, head, etc.). Also fig.
Chiefly in over head and ears (see
HEAD n.1 39b). Now somewhat arch.

a. 1999 Herald (Glasgow) 13 May 1/1 To
order the Union flag to be raised over the
Assembly Hall.

b. 1914 C. WELLS Patty's Suitors iii, You
know perfectly well that Roger is over
head and ears in love with you.

3. a. Indicating the object of attention,
care, gratification, sorrow, etc.
(conceived of as occupying a position
below the agent).
b. Concerning, as regards, with reference
to, in respect of (a subject of discourse,
negotiation, etc.).
c. Eng. regional, U.S. regional, Sc., and
Irish English (north.). Expressing
causation: as a result of, because of, on
account of.

a. 1968 E. CLEAVER Soul on Ice I. iii. 37
Lovdjieff would weep over a tragic event
that had taken place ten thousand years
ago.
b. 1994 Times Lit. Suppl. 8 May 12/1 The
deniers [of the Holocaust] exploit current
sensitivities over the First Amendment.
c. 1944 Let. in Dict. Amer. Regional Eng.
(1996) III. 914/2 Eddie looks bad over the
measles.

4. Indicating the circumstances of an
activity.

1988 P. CUTTING Children of Siege xi.
135 ‘The situation’..was the first thing we
talked about over breakfast and the last
thing we talked about at night.

Table 7. Preposition over in sense I ‘above’

http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-a.html
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The relevant sense in the sense group I is sense 3. b. “concerning, as regards,

with reference to, in respect of (a subject of discourse, negotiation, etc.)”. The nouns

that were found in this sense in the OED examples were dispute, (aggressive)

behaviour,and difficulty and sensitivity in plural. Moreover, two verbs were found that

may have the corresponding nouns complemented by over: quarrel (quarrel) and

argue (argument).

(9) 1892 Graphic 21 May 598/3 In consequence of the dispute over the
suffrage guestion. (3.b.)

(10) 1967 Times Rev. Industry Feb. 67/3 British Rail, despite the difficulties
over open terminals, are now carrying 1,200 containers a week. (3.b.)

In addition, sense 3.a. “indicating the object of attention, care, gratification,

sorrow, etc. (conceived of as occupying a position below the agent)” may also be

regarded as a relevant sense. In the examples of the sense there occurred no nouns but

verbs that may have corresponding nouns complemented by over, as for example

weep and insult.
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5.1.1 Sense II ‘on’, ‘upon’.

Sense Example in the OED
5. a. On the upper or outer surface of; on
top of, upon, esp. so as to be supported
by, rest on, or cover (part of) the surface.
Also: so as to cover (a hole).
b. Heraldry. Of a charge: placed upon
and partly covering (other charges,
ordinaries, etc.). Chiefly in over all.

a. 1929 E. BOWEN Last September I. v.
48 He was carrying all the rugs he could
find slung over his shoulder.

b. 1969 J. P. BROOKE-LITTLE Fox-
Davies's Compl. Guide Heraldry xii. 159
The arms of Mr Michael Desmond
Seiflow Hubble..are blazoned: or, a chief
indented sable, over all a sea stag proper,
attired of the first.

6. a. With reference to motion: to a
position over (sense 5a); on to the surface
or top of; so as to cover (part of); upon.
b. fig. Upon, down upon; so as to
influence or affect.

a. 1990 Times 30 Apr. 14/4 Popeye is
always hitting people over the head.

b. 1992 P. BERTON Niagara: Hist. of
Falls (1994) III. i. 71 She sat on the edge
until ‘a kind of dreamy fascination came
over me,’ and watched the sun create an
iris across the American Falls.

7. In or on all or many parts of;
everywhere (or here and there) on the
surface of; throughout. Often
strengthened by all.
a. With reference to position.

b. With reference to motion.

c. With reference to actions and states
other than motion or position.

d. In the above senses often placed after
its object, esp. when this is modified by
all or the like. Freq. in the world over.

a. 1952 J. L. WATEN Alien Son 106
Broken glass strewn dangerously over the
road.
b. 2001 Nat. New Eng. May-June 13/1, I
found the male box turtle that wanders
over our woods and fields.
c. 1953 A. NORTON Star Rangers viii.
109 He hurried to a medicine case..and
began checking over the assortment of
plaso-tubes it held.
d. 1989 Spare Rib (BNC) Apr., This
comment from the editors..spells out the
dilemma for lesbians the whole world
over.

8. Math. a. Esp. with reference to
integration or summation: (performed) at
every point of; across the range of; on
every member of.
b. (Defined or expressed) in terms of (the
elements of); esp. having coefficients or
co-ordinates in, or having elements with
coefficients or co-ordinates in.

a. 1936 Nature 16 May 825/2 Summation
may be necessary over something like
1,800 points.

b. 1972 A. G. HOWSON Handbk. Terms
Algebra & Anal. xi. 55 The polynomials
form a subring..called the ring of
polynomials over K.

Table 8. Preposition over in sense II ‘on’ and ‘upon’

http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-b3.html
http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-b2.html
http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-h4.html
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The sense 6 c. “In Old English: up to the top of, up to” was left out of the table

because, according to the OED, it is an obsolete sense. In the sense group II there

were only irrelevant examples of the use of the word over.

5.1.2 Sense III, ‘above in authority, degree, amount, etc.’

Sense Example in the OED

9. Above in power, rank, or authority; (so
as to be) in charge of, in a position to
influence or govern. Also with verbs (and
corresponding nouns) expressing
conquest, victory, etc.

1960 C. DAY LEWIS Buried Day i. 17 At
the election for the Oxford Chair of
Poetry in 1951, I attribute my narrow
victory over C. S. Lewis to a handful of
aged voters.

10. a. Above or beyond in degree,
quality, or action; in preference to; more
than; (also) as compared with.

b. In a position of having exceeded (a
numerical limit).

c. Eng. regional (midl.). Than.

a.1962 Ecology 43 444/1 We prefer
cassini over the original, more
cumbersome cassinii.

b. 1925 Amer. Mercury Feb. 176/2 Every
man over the age of forty should put aside
a certain amount of money each year.
c. 1903 J. W. BURGON in Eng. Dial. Dict.
(1903) IV. 382/2 [Bedfordshire] I am
better over you.

13. In excess of, above, more than (a
stated amount or number).

1991 Argus (Cape Town) 16 Apr. 10/3
We were confronted by a veritable
minefield of over 80 commercial crayfish
traps.

Table 9. Preposition over in sense III ‘above in authority, degree, amount, etc.’

Senses 11. a. “in addition to, further than; beyond, besides” and 12. “beyond

the limitations of (a person's strength, capacity, etc.)” were left out of the table

because the OED treated them as obsolete senses. Similarly, the sense 11 b. “over and

besides, over and beyond” was not included in the table: the examples contained these

two constructions which are not of interest for this pro gradu thesis because they are

idiomatic phrasal constructions. The relevant senses in the sense group III were senses

9. and 10.a. which had a number of interesting examples in the OED. The nouns that

http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-d.html
http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-b4.html
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were found in the examples were authority, charge, power, command, domination,

jurisdiction, control, and victory expressing sense 9 and in sense 10.a. advantage and

preference.

(11) 1896 Law Times Rep. 73 690/1 This court has no jurisdiction over the
property in America. (9.)

(12) 1934 A. TATE Reactionary Ess. (1936) 93 The Platonic conquest of the
world, the confident assertion of control over the forces of nature. (9.)

(13) 1768 A. TUCKER Light of Nature (1834) I. 219 The advantage of virtue
over vice and trifle does not lie in the very act, but in the consequences. (10.a.)

5.1.3 Sense IV ‘across (above, or on a surface)’

Sense Example in the OED

14. a. With reference to motion: so as to
traverse or cross (an obstacle, tract of
land, etc.); above (something) on the way
to the other side; over, across. Also:
across and down; down from the edge of.
Also in fig. context.
b. Cricket. Of a delivery: bowled with the
bowling arm nearest to (the bowler's
wicket). Opposed to round the wicket s.v.
ROUND prep. 5c. Cf. BOWL v.1 4b.

a. 2002 Mandala Mar.-May 68/2 We
walked over the ridge behind our flowery
glade to inspect the ruins of a nunnery.

b. 2002 Herald Sun (Melbourne) (Nexis)
13 Sept. 105 Malik was hit on the pads
by left-arm paceman Chaminda Vaas
bowling over the wicket.

16. a. From side to side of (a surface or
space); across, to the other side of (a sea,
river, boundary, etc.).
b. Along (a channel of communication);
by means of, through the medium of (a
telephone, a radio or television broadcast,
the Internet, etc.).

a. 1885 Law Rep.: Queen's Bench Div.
14 918 The footpath ran over an open
moor and was unfenced.
b. 2002 Time Out N.Y. 9-16 May 170/1
Webcasters were bound to have to pay
something for playing recorded music
over the Net.

17. a. Of position: on the other side of;
across.

b. Having reached the end of (an
experience, esp. an adverse one); having
recovered from. Also colloq.: no longer
preoccupied with or troubled in respect of
(a former lover, sweetheart, etc.).

a. 1994 I. WELSH Acid House 208 You
can move intae ma room, over the road
with Simmy and Cliff.
b. 1985 A. T. ELLIS Unexplained
Laughter 44 I'm over Finn..I was upset
for a while, but I don't seem to care any
more.

Table 10. Preposition over in sense IV ‘across (above, or on a surface)’

http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-t2.html
http://dictionary.oed.com/cgi/crossref?query_type=word&queryword=over&first=1&max_to_show=10&sort_type=alpha&search_id=ifnb-fLiNKS-1024&result_place=7&xrefword=round&ps=prep.
http://dictionary.oed.com/cgi/crossref?query_type=word&queryword=over&first=1&max_to_show=10&sort_type=alpha&search_id=ifnb-fLiNKS-1024&result_place=7&xrefword=bowl&ps=v.&homonym_no=1
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Sense 15. “fig. In transgression or violation of; in contravention of; contrary

to” was an obsolete sense, according to the OED, and was therefore not included in

the table. In sense group IV no relevant senses were found.

5.1.4 Sense V, ‘of time’

Sense Example

18. After; beyond in time. Now rare
(Eng. regional (E. Anglian) in later use).

1903 in Eng. Dial. Dict. 382/2 [Mid-
Essex] Sir, we shall want some hay over a
few days.

19 c. In the course of, during. c. 2002 Times 12 sept. I. 2/6 It would be
virtually impossible to bring out Green
Goddesses and the armed forces for one
or two days repeatedly over several
weeks.

21. Till the end of; (now esp.) for a
period that includes.

1968 Brit. Jrnl. Psychiatry 114 1015/2
G.W. aged 43..took entire supply of
tablets on day of discharge, had to be
washed out and kept over the weekend.

Table 11. Preposition over in sense V ‘of time’

The senses that were not included in the table were 19. a. “throughout the

whole period of; all through. Now only in overnight”; 19 b. “in postmodifying

position, in the same sense. Chiefly with all, the whole, or the like” and 20. “during or

in the course of the (evening or night) preceding; on the preceding (evening or night).

Now only in overnight” because of the reason that the OED stated that these three

senses were either rarely or very limitedly used in the present-day English. In the

examples over did not exist as a complement of nouns or verbs and therefore the

senses are not relevant for the pro gradu thesis. The last sense that OED mentions is

sense VI which was not included here because in that sense group over occurred in

phrases such as over-the-head, over-the-horizon, and over-the-shoulder.
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5.2 Over in additional dictionaries

The Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (s.v. over) lists two types of relevant

use of the word over: Firstly, over is a word which means that someone “is in control

of or instructing someone or something”. The examples that the Cambridge Advanced

Learner’s Dictionary gives to illustrate the use are examples 14 and 15 in which the

word over occurs with the nouns authority and victory.

(14) A good teacher has an easy authority over a class.

(15) The victory over the French at Waterloo was Wellington's greatest
triumph.

In addition, Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary states that over is used

when “referring to a cause of interest, worry, discussion, etc.)”. There was a noun

with the word over in this sense only in one example, the noun battle. In two other

example sentences, the verbs that occurred in them were the verbs argue, talk, think,

discuss, and consideration. The sense and the existing verbs are important for the

paper because the corresponding nouns, argument, talk, thought, discussion and

consideration may also take over as a complement.

(16) There's no point in arguing over something so unimportant.

(17) I need time to talk/think over your proposal (= to discuss/consider it
carefully).

(18) The legal battle was over who should have custody of the child.

The Collins Cobuild Advanced Learner’s English Dictionary (s.v. over) in its

section of other uses of the word over, note two types of use that are relevant for the

complementation of nouns. Firstly, over is used when “you have control or influence

over someone or something, you are able to control them or influence them”.
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(19) He’s never had any influence over her…

(20) The oil companies have lost their power over oil price and oil production.

Secondly, over is used, according to the Collins Cobuild Advanced Learner’s

English Dictionary, “to indicate what a disagreement or feeling relates to or is caused

by”:

(21) … concern over recent events in Burma.

(22) Staff at some air and sea ports are beginning to protest over bay.

The nouns in the examples are influence, power and concern. In example 22

the verb protest may mean that the corresponding noun protest occurs with over as

well.
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6. Complementation

In this chapter, the complementation is first discussed in general. Then complements

are compared to adjuncts and tests and criteria are listed for the distinction between

complements and adjuncts. As the last subject in this chapter, the complementation of

nouns and noun phrases in general and the complementation of nouns complemented

by over in particular is discussed and the meaning groups of nouns complemented by

over are presented.

6.1. Overview of complementation

Quirk et al. (1985, 65) define the term complementation as “the function of a part of a

phrase or clause which follows a word, and completes the specification of a meaning

relationship which that word implies”. The complementation of verbs is a more

widely examined issue than the complementation of nouns. In fact, Leech (1989, 88)

mentions that a complement normally follows the verb phrase. According to Peters

(2004, 118-119) as well, “the notion of complementation begins with whatever serves

to complement the verb and complete the verb phrase” but he also adds that noun

phrases, adjective phrases and prepositional phrases may contain complements.

Herbst et al. (2004, xxiv) state that in a sentence the verb determines the

amount of other elements that may occur in the grammatically correct sentence and

therefore the verb has the central position in the sentence. This is perhaps one reason

for the disregard of the complementation of nouns. The concept of valency theory is

applied to nouns, as well as to verbs and even adjectives (Herbst et al., 2004, xxv).

Valency theory, according to Herbst et al. (ibid.), “is concerned with the analysis of
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the complements of verbs, adjectives and nouns, that is the specific complementation

patterns occurring with a particular lexeme”.

“Complements can be classified in three respects: (i) with respect to formal

and functional properties, (ii) with respect to semantic and lexical properties, and (iii)

with respect to whether they are obligatory or optional” (Herbst et al., 2004, xxv). The

formal properties contain realizations, for example noun phrases, adjective phrases

and prepositional phrases: the girl, very old, about this topic, and clauses such as –ing

clauses, to-infinitive clauses, that-clauses, and wh-clauses: coming home, to come,

that we had to go there, how such gossip annoys him (Herbst et al., 2004, xxv-xxvi).

The semantic properties of complements, on the other hand, entail two aspects: firstly,

the meanings of the complements, and particularly the difference in meaning between

the different complements of the same word, and secondly, the different lexical items

that the headword can or cannot occur with (Herbst et al., 2004, xxix).

Further, complements may be obligatory or optional. In relation to this

classification, three types of necessity, by Herbst et al. (2004, xxx), are introduced:

communicative necessity, structural necessity, and necessity at the level of valency.

They (2004, xxx) remark that the communicative necessity means that an element is

obligatory in a particular context in order for the sentence to remain sensible, and the

structural necessity means that particular types of clauses require particular elements.

The most important necessity for the subject of this paper, the necessity at the level of

valency, means that the headword requires a particular complement (Herbst et al.

2004, xxx-xxxi). Therefore, obligatory complements form a grammatically acceptable

sentence with the headword whereas optional complements are not compulsory in

order for the sentence to be grammatical.
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6.2. Complements vs. adjuncts

The post-head elements of nouns can be divided into obligatory and optional

elements. Obligatory elements can only function as complements but optional

elements can function as both complements and adjuncts (Bowen, 2005, 17). If a

sentence becomes ungrammatical when an element is deleted, the element is an

obligatory complement. Elements that are closely related to the headword, but do not

make the sentence ungrammatical if they are deleted, are optional elements (Somers,

1984, 508).

Bowen (2005, 3) defines complement as an element which forms a constituent

with the head: complements are dependent on their heads and the lexical head

determines the form of the complement. On the other hand, an adjunct, according to

Bowen (ibid.), is an optional element that adds information to the clause but does not

form a constituent with the head. In addition, adjuncts may be separated from the

headword, for example by a comma or a colon with some exceptions regarding to

restrictive relative clauses: The woman, who is dressed in blue, was born in…

(Bowen, 2005, 16). “Adjuncts are generally described in valency theory as being

deletable without making a sentence ungrammatical, this only applies in terms of

grammatical acceptability, not in terms of communicative necessity” (Herbst et al.

2004, xxx).

Complements are lexically and very closely linked to their heads while

adjuncts are only loosely linked to the headwords (Hudson, 1990, 149, 203). This,

according to Hudson (1990, 149), may be proved by the fact that complements

correspond to compounds whereas adjuncts correspond to phrases: student of

linguistics- linguistics student; student with long hair- long-haired student. In the first
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case of linguistics is the complement of the word student but in the latter case with

long hair is an adjunct.

The distinction between complements and adjuncts is not always apparent at

all. As was mentioned earlier, complements may be optional as well and this

complicates making distinction between complements and adjuncts. The next section

introduces criteria for distinguishing complements and adjuncts from each other.

6.2.1 Tests for complement vs. adjunct distinction

In this section, three tests that have been invented to make the distinction between

obligatory and optional elements as well as complements and adjuncts more clear,

(listed by Somers, 1984, 509-510 & 1987, 12, 14), are introduced. The examples are

by Somers as well.

6.2.1.1 Elimination test

One of the most common tests for the distinction between the obligatory and optional

elements is the elimination test. The elimination test is explained by Somers (1987,

12): “We eliminate an element from the sentence and observe whether the remaining

sentence is still grammatical or thereby ungrammatical. If it is still grammatical, then

the eliminated element is not obligatory; if, however, it is ungrammatical, then the

eliminated element is syntactically obligatory for the sentence to endure”. Somers

(1984, 509) gives the sentence He put the book under the table as an example. The

complements of the verb in this sentence are examined with the elimination test. The

use of the elimination test shows that the book and under the table are complements of

the verb put.

(23) *He put the book.
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(24) *He put under the table.

(25) *He put.

The book and under the table cannot be eliminated because the sentence would

become ungrammatical.

6.2.1.2. Extraction test

The extraction test is quite similar to the elimination test except that it does not reveal

whether the element that is deleted is an obligatory or an optional element but the

extraction test distinguishes complements (obligatory and optional) from adjuncts

(Somers, 1987, 12). Thus, the extraction test establishes which elements are very

closely linked to the headword; in example 26 in the morning can be deleted but his

field cannot because the deletion of his field would change the basic meaning of the

verb plough (Somers, 1984, 510). His field is more closely linked to the verb than in

the morning.

(26) The farmer ploughs his field in the morning.

Therefore, it can be noted that in the morning is an adjunct and his field is a

complement of the verb plough.

6.2.1.3. Backformation test

The elimination test distinguishes obligatory elements from optional and the

extraction test distinguishes complements from adjuncts. In addition to these two

tests, the backformation test distinguishes optional elements into complements and

adjuncts (Somers, 1984, 510). Somers (1987, 14) explains that with the backformation

test, the element in question is reformulated as a relative clause. If the test is

successful without the sentence becoming ungrammatical or without any change in
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the basic meaning, the element that is backformed is an adjunct: Examples 27 and 28

show that in Berlin is an adjunct because it can be backformed whereas in Dresden in

examples 29 and 30 is a complement since, it cannot be backformed.

(27) He visited her in Berlin
(28) He visited her, when he/she stayed in Berlin

(29)  My friend lives in Dresden.
(30) *My friend lives, when he is in Dresden.

6.2.2. Criteria for the complement vs. adjunct distinction

In this section different criteria for distinguishing complements from adjuncts, listed

by Bowen (2005, 17-29), are discussed. The examples given are by Bowen as well.

None of the criteria or tests that were mentioned earlier is sufficient on their own but

perhaps together they can form reliable sources of information about the distinction

between complements and adjuncts.

6.2.2.1 Obligatoriness

A complement may be an obligatory element of the headword but an adjunct is

always an optional element in the sentence. To summarize the definition of an

obligatory element, Bowen (2005, 17) says that “an element is obligatory if it can’t be

omitted without loss of grammaticality or an unsystematic change of meaning”.

However, as Bowen (2005, 18) herself mentions, it is not as straightforward in

practice as it is in theory to state that an element is an obligatory one. Two examples

by Bowen (2005, 3) show the distinction between complements and adjuncts.

(31) His belief in God. (complement)

(32) They laughed at the woman with purple hair. (adjunct)
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6.2.2.2. Semantic restrictiveness

Bowen (2005, 18) uses the term semantic restrictiveness to denote the fact that the

head noun always semantically defines the complement. The semantic restrictiveness

is a criterion that is used in relation to that- and infinitival clauses; there are unwritten

rules of which nouns can have that- and to-infinitival clauses as complements (Bowen

2005, 19). This criterion is not important for the purposes of this paper.

(33) The proposal to increase taxes. / The proposal that taxes should be
increased. (complements)

(34) * The table to increase taxes. / * The table that taxes should be increased.
(ungrammatical sentences)

6.2.2.3. Semantic predicates and theta roles

This criterion is very applicable for the distinction between complements and adjuncts

of predicates but can also be used when examining nouns and their post-head

prepositional phrases. Nouns, as Bowen mentions (2005, 20), can have arguments just

like predicates have. Arguments, also known as theta roles, of the predicates are of

two groups: one group consists of grammatical subjects which are called external

arguments, and the other group consists of complements which are called internal

arguments, as they are internal to the verb phrases (Bowen 2005, 19-20). Theta roles

can be called for example ‘patient’ or ‘agent’. ‘Patient’ is the object of the action and

‘agent’ is the subject of the sentence.

(35) They announced that Louise has arrived.
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In the example by Bowen (2005, 19) they is the external argument and that-

clause is the internal argument. The internal argument functions as a complement of

the verb announce.

With relation to noun complementation, this criterion is mostly applicable only

to nouns which are derived from verbs and adjectives and not for non-derived nouns

(Bowen 2005, 20). Bowen (ibid.) gives two examples:

(36) the estimation of the doctors

(37) his estimation of the doctors

Bowen (ibid.) explains that example 36 can be interpreted in two different

ways: of the doctors is either an external argument, ‘agent’, of the noun estimation if

“the doctors estimated NP”, or it may be an internal argument, ‘patient’, if “NP

estimated the doctors”. In example 37 the possessive determiner his is the external

argument and the prepositional phrase of the doctors is the internal argument.

6.2.2.4. Co-occurrence restrictions

The criterion of co-occurrence restrictions is a very fertile criterion in that it is

applicable to all nouns that are followed by post-head prepositional phrases. Bowen

(2005, 21) explains that particular words occur with particular complements whereas

adjuncts may occur in any phrase and are not bound by the headwords.

(38) a student of physics (complement)
(39) * a boy of physics (ungrammatical)

(40) her reliance on her father (complement)
(41) the book on the table (locative prepositional phrase, adjunct)
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6.2.2.5. Preposition stranding

Bowen (2005, 21) states that the preposition stranding test is more successfully done

with prepositional phrases as complements than with prepositional phrases as

adjuncts. This test contains the movement of the noun phrase. However, this criterion

alone is not reliable and therefore other criteria have to be taken into account. Bowen

(ibid.) gives examples of this criterion using student of physics and student with long

hair as examples.

(42) What branch of physics are you a student of? (complement)

(43) What kind of hair are you a student with? (adjunct)

6.2.2.6. Proximity of complement to head: replaceability

Bowen (2005, 22) discusses that complements, as already mentioned earlier, are

usually more closely linked to the headwords than adjuncts. She (2005, 23) continues

that the proximity of complements and adjuncts to the headword can be tested by the

replaceability test if there is a sentence which contains at least two prepositional

phrases. The example sentence used by Bowen (2005, 23) is once again the student of

physics with long hair.

(44) There is someone with long hair- a student of physics.

(45) *There is someone of physics- a student with long hair.

The test shows that of physics is a complement. Example 46 is grammatically

correct when the complement is not separated from the head. When it is separated

from the head, as in example 45, the sentence becomes ill-formed.
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     Bowen (2005, 23-24) reminds that this test most successfully only works with

prepositions that have retained their lexical meaning, for example the escape from NP,

but prepositions that have abstract meanings, for example her belief in NP, cannot be

tested by the replaceability test. Then, the pseudo-cleft construction test needs to be

taken into consideration.

One of Bowen’s criteria, which will not have its own section but will be

mentioned here, is mobility, which means, according to Bowen (2005, 26) that

adjuncts can occur in the preceding position before the heads more freely than

complements. This is shown in examples 44 and 45 above.

6.2.2.7. Pseudo-clefting construction

The pseudo-clefting construction similarly as the replaceability test examines the

linear order of the headword and its complements and adjuncts in the sentence

(Bowen 2005, 24). According to the pseudo-clefting test, complements tend to occur

more closely linked to the heads and they resist mobility.

(46) This has caused a [… ] breach in relations between the two states.

(47) What is has caused between the two states is a breach in relation.

(48) *What is has caused in relations is a breach between the two states.

The prepositional phrase in relations is closely linked to its head and is a

complement because it resists mobility (Bowen 2005, 25).

6.2.2.8. Cleft construction

Bowen (2005, 25) explains that the cleft construction consists of four elements: it+ be

+ highlighted item + clause: It was a bicycle that he wanted for Christmas. Bowen

(ibid.) adds that there is ambiguity on what is meant by the highlighted item,
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highlighted items can be noun phrases or prepositional phrases, as well as perhaps

adjective and adverbial phrases. In any case, verb phrases cannot function as

highlighted items (Bowen 2005, 25). In addition to the fact that the cleft construction

is mostly used to disambiguate nouns with to-infinitival complement clauses and

nouns followed by purpose adverbials, it is also applied to prepositional phrases

(Bowen 2005, 25-26). Bowen (2005, 26) continues that it is more likely for the

prepositional phrase complements to admit the cleft construction than for the

prepositional phrase adjuncts to do so.

(49) It is of physics (and not of chemistry) that she is a student. (complement)

(50) It is with long hair that she is a student. (adjunct)

6.2.2.9. Constituent structure: proform substitution

The noun phrase construction with the noun and its post-nominal elements can be

substituted with a proform and thereby it can be shown whether the post-nominal

element is a complement or an adjunct (Bowen, 2005, 28). In the following examples

provided by Bowen (ibid.) the proform is one.

(51) The present [king of England] is more popular than the last one.

(52) *The [king] of England defeated the one of Spain.

This criterion, as the other criteria mentioned above, is not sufficient on its

own. This criterion is most convenient for examination of the complementation of

uncountable nouns (Bowen 2005, 29).
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6.3. Complementation of nouns and noun phrases

Bowen (2005, 5) notes that structurally nouns do not need complements. However,

noun phrases are often followed by complements that are crucial to the headword in

that they add more information. Carter and McCarthy (2006, 269) mention that

“postmodified and complemented noun phrases are extremely frequent in academic

English because of the frequent need for definition and specification”. Biber et al.

(1999, 647) mention that noun complement clauses are not common in conversation

but common in the non-fiction written registers.

6.3.1. Post-head elements

For this paper the relevant dependents of nouns are post-head elements, that is

complements. The different post-head complements of nouns, according to Carter and

McCarthy (2006, 329-330), have the form of prepositional phrases and types of

clauses:

(53) The suggestion that they put forward was accepted. (that-clause)

(54) The decision to go ahead was not a popular one. (to-infinitive clause)

(55) That’s part of the reason why we bought it. (defining wh-interrogative
clause)

(56) There were a number of reservations as to whether they should be
allowed to participate. (as to+ wh-clause (mainly with whether)

(57) Has she forgotten about her right to compensation? (prepositional phrase)

Biber et al. (1999, 645) note that the two major clause types of complements

of nouns are that-clauses, which are common in news, and to-infinitive clauses, which

are common in academic prose. Prepositional phrases as post-head elements are not

automatically complements of noun phrases but may function as adjuncts as well

(Bowen, 2005, 15-16). The relevant complement type for this paper is the
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prepositional phrase. In the relevance of the subject of this paper, the preposition over

is the head of the complement. For example in the sentence He has a great power

over me, over me is the complement where over is the head preposition and me is the

noun phrase which occurs in the prepositional phrase. Huddleston and Pullum (2002,

654-661) give some examples of the use of prepositional phrases as complements of

nouns:

Example Prepositional phrase
Her skill at chess. at chess
The blame for our failure. for our failure
Freedom from harassment. from harassment
An interest in religion. in religion
Reliance on his parents. on his parents
The key to the safe. to the safe
Contact with outer space. with outer space
Table 12. Different prepositional phrases as complements of nouns

Nouns may have more than one different prepositional phrase complement, for

example: Let there be government of the people/ by the people/ for the people, or for

example: The statement by the driver/ to the police/ about the incident was crucial

(Carter and McCarthy 2006, 330).

6.3.2. Complements of the construction noun+ over

Herbst et al. (2004, xxvi) state that prepositions can be followed by noun phrases, ing-

clauses, wh-clauses and to-infinitives. Therefore, prepositional phrases are complex

complements which consist of more than one constitituent (Herbst et al. 2004, xxvi).

Francis et al. (1998, 207) state that the complements of the construction noun + over

are noun phrases, –ing clauses and wh-clauses. The examples of the complements

given by Francis et al. (ibid.) are examples 58-60.
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(58) Anger over the pay offer. (NP)

(59) This furore over opening shops on Sunday. (-ing clause)

(60) Wide differences over how to respond to this event. (wh-clause)

Quirk et al. (1972, 299) confirm the note above made by Francis et al.: “A

prepositional phrase consists of a preposition followed by a prepositional

complement, which is characteristically either a noun phrase or a clause (wh-clause or

V-ing clause)”- - and they give the following examples:

Example Prepositional complement
At the bus stop. NP
From what he said. wh-clause
By signing a peace treaty. -ing clause
Table 13. Different prepositional complements of nouns

The examples by Leech and Svartvik (2002, 366-367) include verb as the head

word: As usual , Ann’s bright smile greeted me at the breakfast table (NP), She came

from what she called ‘a small farm’ of two hundred acres (wh-clause), Warren tried

to shake off his fears by looking at the sky (-ing clause) The prepositional

complements that may occur after the preposition, according to them (ibid.), are noun

phrases, wh-clauses and –ing clauses. However, they add one more, an adverb: You

can see the lake from here. Furthermore, they (2002, 367) note that that-clauses and

to-infinitives cannot act as complements in a prepositional phrase.

6.3.3. Nouns complemented by over in the meaning groups

Francis et al. (1998, 207) give nine different semantic categories for nouns that are

complemented by over. Eight of these meaning groups are titled by Francis et al.
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(ibid.) as the ‘dispute’, the ‘advantage’, the ‘control’, the ‘victory’, the ‘fuss’, the

‘grief’, the ‘debate’, and the ‘agreement’ group and the ninth group simply consists of

nouns with other meanings. Nouns in these meaning groups are mostly complemented

by over + a noun phrase but Francis et al. (ibid.) state that wh-clauses and –ing clauses

are possible as well. Francis et al. (1998, 207-210) give the following information

about the meaning groups of nouns.

6.3.3.1. The ‘dispute’ group

The ‘dispute’ category consists of nouns that refer to disputes and fights. The

preposition over and the prepositional complement after it the preposition indicates

the cause of the dispute. Nouns included in this group are argument, battle, clash,

conflict, controversy, deadlock, differences, disagreement, dispute, fight, quarrel, row,

squabble, struggle, and war. The noun difference is written in the plural form in

Francis et al.’s (1998, 208) list. Example 61 below is an example of complementation

of the noun fight. The example represents complementation of the nouns in this group.

(61)  He was scarred for life during a pub fight over some spilt beer.

Nouns in this group, according to Francis et al. (ibid.) can have noun phrases,

ing-clauses and wh-clauses as complements.

(62) The source said that there had been disagreement over paying fund
managers the going rate for the job.

(63) The two were locked in conflict over whether the helicopter company
should be sold to a European or an American concern.
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6.3.3.2. The ‘advantage’ group

Eight nouns are included in the ‘advantage’ group. These nouns are advantage, edge,

head start, lead, margin, precedence, priority, and superiority. The nouns denote two

things: that a person or a thing has an advantage over a person or a thing, or that a

person or a thing is better than someone else or something else.

(64) From time to time the interests of national security must be given
precedence over the demands of justice.

The complements of the construction noun+ over were noun phrases in all the

examples of the nouns in this category.

6.3.3.3. The ‘control’ group

The ‘control’ group contains the nouns authority, claim, control, dominance,

domination, dominion, hegemony, hold, influence, jurisdiction, mastery, monopoly,

power, rights, rule, supremacy, and veto. The noun right is written in the plural form

in the Francis et al.’s (1998, 209) categorization. All the nouns in this group indicate

that something or someone is in position of authority, power or influence. In this

group, in the examples by Francis et al. (1998, 208) the complements of noun+ over

were noun phrases and wh-clauses.

(65) Their monopoly over much of the south of England will cover trains as
well as buses.

(66) Will it be so easy to do away with the Party’s influence over what is
broadcast on the official channels?

6.3.3.4. The ‘victory’ group

In the ‘victory’ group nouns refer to victory. There are only three nouns listed in this

group: triumph, victory, and win.
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(67) Victories over New Zealand sides are as precious as they are rare for
Welsh teams.

Francis et al. (1998, 209) have not listed any complement patterns for the

nouns that belong to this group. The only example that illustrated the

complementation of the nouns in this ‘victory’ group is example 69 above in which

example the complement is a noun phrase.

6.3.3.5. The ‘fuss’ group

Nouns crisis, furore, fuss, outcry, outrage, protest, scandal, storm, tension, trouble,

uproar, and violence in this group refer to negative public reactions or public

situations, and they have noun phrases and ing-clauses as complements after the head

word over.

(68) Faced with a growing crisis over education, the government last night
announced an emergency plan to improve secondary schools.

(69) The fuss over ending the ban on homosexuals in the military had died
down.

6.3.3.6. The ‘grief’ group

The ‘grief’ group consists of nouns that refer to emotions, attitudes and, mostly, to

negative states of mind with noun phrases and ing-clauses as complements. The nouns

are agitation, alarm, anger, anxiety, concern, confusion, discontent, dissatisfaction,

doubt, euphoria, excitement, frustration, grief, guilt, pessimism, reservations,

uncertainty, and worry.

(70)  He made the announcement amid mounting pessimism over the chances
of reaching agreement on the issue of farm subsidies.

(71) Benjamin was a teenager racked with guilt and anxiety over wasting his
life.

In addition, Francis et al. (1998, 209) note that if a noun refers to anxiety or

uncertainty, the complement followed by noun+ over is a wh-clause. Francis et al.
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(1998, 209) have an additional remark concerning the noun doubt. In their opinion the

noun doubt, is usually in the plural form as in example 72.

(72) There were doubts over whether the experiment would get off the ground.

6.3.3.7. The ‘debate’ group

The ‘debate’ group consists of the nouns allegation, charge, complaint, criticism,

debate, discussion, negotiation, question, and speculation which all refer to things that

are said or written. In this group the nouns allegation, charge, negotiation, and

question are in general, according to Francis et al. (1998, 210), used in plural. In the

examples, noun phrases and ing-clauses occurred as complements.

(73) She singled out primary teachers for criticism over the way standards slip
between the ages of seven and nine.

(74) This story has once again triggered the debate over using animal organs
for human beings.

6.3.3.8. The ‘agreement’ group

The nouns in the ‘agreement’ group, agreement, compromise, and decision, denote to

an agreement or a decision. All the three possible complements, noun phrases, wh-

clauses and –ing clauses were found with these three nouns in the examples by

Francis et al. (1998, 210).

(75) The two men apparently reached a compromise over the disputed issue of
taxation. (NP)

(76) A bitter row among Cabinet Ministers has forced the government to delay
making a decision over widening the M25 to 14 lanes. (-ing clause)

(77) The allies are not in complete agreement over where outside of NATO
territory the force can be deployed. (wh-clause)

6.3.3.9. Nouns with other meanings

Francis et al. (1998, 210) mention that there are number of other nouns that are

complemented by over. However, in this category they only include the nouns
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improvement, problems, publicity, question, question mark, and trial. The noun

problem is in Francis et al. (1998, 210) categorization listed as occurring in its plural

form problems.

(78) A jury trial over allegations of asbestos contamination is due to get under
way next Monday.

The noun question was mentioned twice by Francis et al. (1998, 210), in the

‘debate’ group and in this group. Further in the discussion in the following chapters,

the noun question is discussed as a member of the ‘debate’ group and not of the group

of nouns with other meanings.
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7. Nouns complemented by over in the BNC corpus data

The total amount of tokens in all four text types, Spoken context-governed,

Imaginative, Informative social science, and Informative commerce & finance, was

too large for a paper of this length, and therefore only 20 percent of the total amount

of tokens in each text type was analysed. The table below gives the total amount of

tokens in each text type as well as the number of the examples examined. The same

table was introduced already in chapter 3.

Text type Total amount of tokens Amount of tokens
examined

Spoken context-governed 1277 255 (20%)

Imaginative 5060 1012 (20%)

Informative social science 4820 964 (20%)

Informative commerce and
finance

3321 664 (20%)

 Table 14. Total amount of tokens and the amount of tokens examined
in Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science and
Informative commerce & finance text types

In most of the examples analysed, over occurs as an irrelevant preposition but

a considerable number of relevant examples where nouns are complemented by over

was also found. Examples of the irrelevant uses of the preposition over in the data

examples are listed in table 15. Most of the irrelevant tokens represented sense V

given in the OED but all the other senses of the preposition over, which were

introduced in chapter 5, were found as well.
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Text type Sense Example
Imaginative I Above …the wind would be

blowing my fly armies over
half the island and the sea
would…(HWC)

Informative commerce
and finance

II On, upon …spraying poison over the
enemy as it explodes. (ABF)

Informative social
science

III Above in authority,
degree, amount, etc.

…new doggie book coming
out they might select all the
ladies over fifty five…
(KRG)

Spoken context-
governed

IV Across (above, or on a
surface)

…rain and cloudy with mist
over hills and the rain
rather persistent with
some…(KN2)

Spoken context-
governed

V Of time Attitudes have in fact
undergone a fairly
substantial change over the
last ten years or so. (KRH)

Table 15. Examples of the irrelevant uses of the word over in the data

In some of the data examples, there occurred only the construction noun+ over

followed by a period, or the word over occurred as an element in phrases such as over

and above and over and over again:

(79)  … with twin grips, mixer taps with shower attachment over. Double panel
radiator. (Informative commerce and finance, G2A)

(80) … keep on forgiving somebody for hurting you in the same way over and
over again and in this particular example… (Spoken context-governed, JK5)

In the data, nouns were mostly found in the singular form but some plural

forms occurred as well. The singular and plural forms of the nouns are not treated

separately but combined together in the following informative tables. Some of the

examples contained a larger element than just the head noun, as in example EA9 in

the Informative commerce & finance text type, the right of lien. With these kinds of

cases only the head noun is listed and the modifier is deleted.
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Nouns complemented by over, and the complementation patterns of the

prepositional elements in the data examples in Spoken context-governed, Imaginative,

Informative social science, and Informative commerce & finance text types are

discussed. Moreover, meanings of the nouns that are most frequently complemented

by over are analysed on the basis of the information given in the OED. Nouns that are

found in the data examples of each text type are compared to semantic categories of

nouns complemented by over according to Francis et al. The meaning groups were

introduced in chapter 6: the ‘dispute’, the ‘advantage’, the ‘control’, the ‘victory’, the

‘fuss’, the ‘grief’, the ‘debate’, and the ‘agreement’ group, and nouns with other

meanings.

7.1. Data in the Spoken context-governed text type

Overall, the Spoken context-governed text type contained 1277 examples of noun +

over but only 20 % of the total amount, 255 tokens, was examined for this pro gradu

thesis. However, only 52 examples out of 255 examples appeared to be relevant.

Two examples in the data that both contained the noun concern had two very

different examples of the use of the word over. One example, example 81, illustrates

the relevant use of the construction a noun+ over for this paper and the other, example

82, the irrelevant use of the word over:

(81) And concern over highly toxic chemicals released during the bleaching of
paper… (KRM) (relevant)

(82) There’s been a lot of concern over the past few months of the rate of
increase in unemployment… (JAD) (irrelevant)

In example 81 concern is the head noun and over highly toxic chemicals is the

prepositional phrase complement of the noun. In example 82 concern is not
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complemented by the prepositional phrase over the past few months but the

prepositional phrase is an adjunct which denotes time, particularly sense 19 c. in the

OED, “in the course of, during”.

7.1.1. Nouns complemented by over

Out of 52 relevant examples 26 different nouns were found. All the nouns found in

the data of the Spoken context-governed text type are listed in tables 16 and 17. First

the nouns that have the normed frequency count number more than two are introduced

in table 16 and then in table 17 those that have less than two are introduced.

Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency
count per noun (nouns
per 1 million words)

control 15 12,2

advantage, authority,
power

3 2,4

Table 16. Raw and normed frequency counts of the most common nouns
complemented by over in the Spoken context-governed text type

Examples 83-86 are data examples of the complementation of these four most

common nouns complemented by over in this text type.

(83) I think we need to look at who has control over what we see. (FL7)

(84) … and you have no advantage over me… (KN6)

(85) … first one is the erm, er, or so, when directs authority over somebody,
will… (JJ7)

(86) We have immense power over nature, do we use it responsibly? (JK6)

In any event, most of the nouns only occurred once or twice in the data.
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Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency
count per noun (nouns
per 1 million words)

argument, battle,
discussion, problem,
trouble, victory

2 1,6

choice, concern, damage,
demand, doubt, fuss,
influence, investigation,
jurisdiction, licence,
lordship, muddle, priority,
protest, question, rebellion

1 -

Table 17. Nouns complemented by over that occurred once or twice in the data of
the Spoken context-governed text type

The nouns argument and muddle illustrate the use of the nouns in the above

table.

(87) … any of us care to remember all attempts at rational arguments over the
best use of resources in Highfields have been drowned out… (KGM)

(88) … and then got into an awful muddle over proportional representation.
(HDT)

7.1.2. Nouns categorized into meaning groups

There were 18 nouns in the data that were the same nouns that Francis et al. had in

their meaning groups. The meaning groups by Francis et al. were introduced in

chapter 6. The nouns found in the data of the Spoken context-governed text type are

categorized into those meaning groups in table 18. The nouns in the ‘agreement’

group were totally absent in the data.
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Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ argument, battle
the ‘advantage’ advantage, priority
the ‘control’ authority, control, influence, jurisdiction,

power
the ‘victory’ victory
the ‘fuss’ fuss, protest, trouble
the ‘grief’ concern, doubt
the ‘debate’ discussion, question
the ‘agreement’ -
nouns with other meanings problem

Table 18. Nouns categorized into meaning groups

The nouns that Francis et al. (1998, 207-210) do not mention in their

discussion, which were however found in the data of the Spoken context-governed

text type, are the nouns choice, damage, demand, investigation, licence, lordship,

muddle, and rebellion. These are all nouns that occurred only once in the data

examples. In the group of ‘nouns with other meanings’ Francis et al. (1998, 210) state

that the noun problem in its plural form problems belongs to this group but in the data

the noun only occurred in its singular form. Francis et al. (1998, 209-210) mention

that the nouns doubt and question are usually found with over in the plural form.

Indeed, the noun doubt was found in the plural form but question in singular.

7.1.3. Complementation patterns

The most common complementation pattern found in the examples of the Spoken

context-governed text type was a noun phrase, yielding 45 examples. In addition, five

w -clauses were found and even two –ing clauses. The data gave the following

examples of the complementation patterns, listed in table 19. The nouns that had noun

phrases as complements are not individually listed in the table because those nouns

include all the nouns that were found in the data. Those nouns are listed in tables 16
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and 17. Only the nouns that had wh-clause or –ing clause complements are listed in

the column Nouns in table 19. The number in parentheses after a noun gives the

number of occurrences of that particular noun with the complement.

Complement Number of tokens Nouns Example
noun phrase 45 in tables 16 and

17
… here believe
they’re on their way
to a very important
victory over
Nottingham Forest.
(HMN)

wh-clause 5 argument (1)
choice (1)
control (2)
influence (1)

You have some
influence over what
you use, and so the
size of the bill.
(G4U)

-ing clause 2 problem (1)
question (1)

… that will give you
problems over
getting a
registration pass
over five oh…
(KM4)

Table 19. Complementation patterns of the nouns in the Spoken context-
governed text type

-Ing clause complements were not found in the data with nouns listed in the

‘dispute’, ‘fuss’, and ‘grief’ groups although Francis et al. (1998, 207-209) note that

the nouns belonging to these groups have ing-clauses as complements. In addition, the

nouns in the ‘grief’group and in the group of nouns with other meanings did not have

any examples of wh-clause complements although Francis et al. (1998, 209-210) had

them as complement patterns of nouns of these two meaning groups. However, one

needs to bear in mind that in some meaning groups the nouns that belong to that group

yielded only one example with either an ing-clause or a wh-clause, and therefore the

data examples of the complementation patterns in this text type have to be compared

with the findings in other text types, which is done in chapter 8. Table 20 summarizes
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the differences between the complementation patterns found in the data examples and

those given by Francis et al. (1998, 207-210).

Meaning group Complementation
patterns in the data

Complementation patterns
according to Francis et al.

the ‘dispute’ NP, wh-clause NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
the ‘advantage’ NP NP
the ‘control’ NP, wh-clause NP, wh-clause
the ‘victory’ NP NP
the ‘fuss’ NP NP, -ing clause
the ‘grief’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
the ‘debate’ NP, -ing clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘agreement’ - NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
nouns with other
meanings

NP, -ing clause NP

Table 20. Complementation patterns in different meaning groups found in the
data examples and those listed by Francis et al.

7.2. Data in the Imaginative text type

The Imaginative text type, all in all, contained 5060 tokens of which 1012, that is 20

percent of the total amount, were analysed. Only 78 relevant examples were found in

the examined 1012 examples. The noun concern had two interesting examples in the

data: example 89 illustrates the relevant use of the construction concern+ over and

example 90 illustrates the irrelevant use:

(89) My concern over this for almost as long as I remember. (A08) (relevant)

(90) All the quiet concern over the past weeks had been professional… (AD9)
(irrelevant)

In example 89 over this is the prepositional phrase and the complement of the

noun concern but in example 90 the noun concern is not closely linked to the

prepositional phrase over the past weeks. The prepositional phrase in example 90

illustrates the typical use of the word over in sense 19 c. in the OED, “in the course of,

during”.
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7.2.1. Nouns complemented by over

 Altogether 44 different nouns occurred with over in the data of the Imaginative text

type and of those nouns the most commonly complemented nouns by over were

power and control.

Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency count
per noun (nouns per 1
million words)

power 10 3,1

control 7 2,1

Table 21. Raw and normed frequency counts of the most common nouns
complemented by over in the Imaginative text type

Examples of the nouns, power and control in the Imaginative text type are:

(91) I trembled as I felt his power over me already. (FR6)

(92) Madam Lundy’s control over children quickly became complete…
(EVG)

Table 22 contains all the nouns that were very marginally found in the data of

the Imaginative text type. Most of the nouns occurred only once in the data.
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Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency count
per noun (nouns per 1
million words)

authority 5 1,5
advantage, victory 4 1,2
fuss 3 0,9
ascendancy, attitude,
decision, discussion,
influence, question mark,
priority

2 0,6

accusation, anger, anxiety,
claim, concern, contrition,
controversy, debate,
difficulty, enthusiasm,
excitement, fastidiousness,
fight, guilt, hassle,
hesitation, irritation,
jurisdiction, prayer,
problem, protest, punch-up,
resentment,  satisfaction,
silence, thrall, trouble,
uncertainty, unconcern,
win, worry

1 -

Table 22. Nouns complemented by over that occurred once or twice in the data of
the Imaginative text type

Examples 93-97 illustrate the complementation of the nouns in table 22:

(93) … but someone who had authority over him. (K8V)

(94) He had one great advantage over all the others. (ARK)

(95) Such a terrifying fuss over an empty case. (CAM)

(96) … while there’s a slight question mark over Shine On’s ability to stay this
distance… (BP7)

(97) … could see him wanting to talk about the controversy over the
redevelopment of Wimbledon town centre. (ASS)
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7.2.2. Nouns categorized into meaning groups

Most of the nouns that had more than one example in the data were the same nouns

that Francis et al. had categorized into meaning groups.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ fight
the ‘advantage’ advantage, priority
the ‘control’ authority, claim, control, influence,

jurisdiction, power
the ‘victory’ victory, win
the ‘fuss’ fuss, protest, trouble
the ‘grief’ anger, anxiety, concern, excitement, guilt,

uncertainty, worry
the ‘debate’ debate, discussion
the ‘agreement’ decision
nouns with other meanings question mark, problem (in singular)

Table 23. Nouns categorized into meaning groups according to Francis et al.

The nouns that were not listed by Francis et al. but which were found in the

data are ascendancy and attitude, both yielding two examples in the data, and nouns

that occurred only once in the data: accusation, contrition, controversy, difficulty,

enthusiasm, fastidiousness, hassle, hesitation, irritation, prayer, punch-up,

resentment,  satisfaction, silence, thrall,  and unconcern.

7.2.3. Complementation patterns

Almost all the complementation patterns of the prepositional complements following

the word over were noun phrases in the examples of this text type. However, two

exceptions did occur and the complements were wh-clauses in those examples. –Ing

clauses were not found.
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Complement Number of tokens Nouns Example
noun phrase 76 in tables 21 and

22
We give our
relationship top
priority over
everything else.
(H8F)

wh-clause 2 punch-up (1)
discussion (1)

Sir Gregory had a
painful discussion
with his wife over
how they should
react to Pascoe’s
snub…  (EWH)

-ing clause - -

Table 24. Complementation patterns of the nouns in the Imaginative text type

In the Imaginative text type there were only the noun discussion, which

belongs to the ‘debate’ group and the noun punch-up that occurred with the

complement over + wh-clause although Francis et al. (1998, 207-210) state that other

meaning groups, than only the ‘debate’ group, may have nouns with wh-clause

complements and –ing clause complements. Wh-clause complements occurred very

marginally in the data of the Imaginative text type. Noun phrase complements were

the most dominant complements.

Table 25 shows the differences of the complementation patterns between the

data and Francis et al.’s categorization.

Meaning group Complementation
patterns in the data

Complementation patterns
according to Francis et al.

the ‘dispute’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
the ‘advantage’ NP NP
the ‘control’ NP NP, wh-clause
the ‘victory’ NP NP
the ‘fuss’ NP NP, -ing clause
the ‘grief’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
the ‘debate’ NP, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘agreement’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
nouns with other
meanings

NP NP
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Table 25. The complementation patterns found with nouns in different meaning
groups in the data examples and those given by Francis et al.

7.3. Data in the Informative social science text type

In total there were 4820 tokens in the Informative social science text type in which a

noun occurred with the word over. As in the other text types, 20 percent of the total

amount, which in this text type was 964 tokens, were examined. Out of 964 tokens,

450 relevant examples remained.

The irrelevant example of the use of the word over as an adjunct is shown in

example 99 and example 98 illustrates the relevant use of the word over where the

noun problem is complemented by over and her finances.

(98) … although there remained some problems over her finances, and the
legal situation was not entirely… (B30)

(99) The NMS has coped with various structural problems over the years and
he says people… (J28)

In example 98 the prepositional phrase over her finances is closely linked to

the head noun problems where as the prepositional phrase over the years  in example

99 represents sense 19 c. of over in the OED, “in the course of, during” and is not a

complement of the head noun but an adjunct.

7.3.1. Nouns complemented by over

In 450 relevant example sentences there were 104 different nouns. Table 26 contains

all the nouns that have the normed frequency count number more than two. The noun

control was the most common noun of all, yielding 135 examples.
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Noun  Raw count per noun Normed frequency count
per noun (nouns per
million words)

control 135 48,5
power 30 10,8
debate 23 8,3
concern 21 7,6
influence 17 6,1
jurisdiction 13 4,7
advantage 12 4,3
right, confusion 9 3,2
controversy 8 2,9
dispute 7 2,5
authority, charge, priority,
battle

6 2,2

Table 26. Raw and normed frequency counts of the most common nouns
complemented by over in the Informative social science text type

The example of the complementation of the noun control is example 100 in

which over these factors is the complement of the noun.

(100) The client has no control over these factors and yet for the duration…
(HAJ)

Besides the noun control, the nouns power, debate, and concern were nouns

that frequently occurred in the data with over, all yielding more than 20 examples.

(101) Government does have some certain direct legal powers over radio and
television. (J78)

(102) This debate over the education of black children is reminiscent of…
(F9S)

(103) … is part of the explanation for increased concern over wastage of talent.
(HP2)

All the nouns that have the normed frequency count number less than two and

in this text type the raw count number less than six are listed in the table below.
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Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency
count per noun (nouns
per million words)

struggle 5 1,8
choice, division, problem,
security

4 1,4

anxiety, argument, conflict,
discussion, difficulty,
mastery, victory

3 1,1

advance, ambivalence,
action, claim,
communication,
confrontation, consensus,
constraint, consultation,
difference, disagreement,
domination, hold,
misgiving, monopoly,
negotiation, panic,
preference, question mark,
rule, superiority, tension,
uncertainty

2 0,7

advice, agitation,
agreement, alarm, analysis,
anguish, autonomy, faith,
benefit, care, challenge,
charging order,
collaboration, competence,
competition, complaint,
conversation, court case,
criticism, defeat, despair,
dialogue, dilemma,
discretion, dominance,
euphoria, expertise, fear,
fight, flare-up, freedom,
grant, interest,
investigation, lead, matter,
non-co-operation, policy,
powerlessness,
predominance, protest,
question, row, sadness, say,
silence, sovereignty,
squabble, squabbling,
supervisory capacity, strike,
talk, watchdog, wrangle

1 -

Table 27. Nouns complemented by over that occurred less than six times in the
data of the Informative social science text type
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The nouns struggle, problem, mastery, monopoly, and powerlessness illustrate

complementation of the nouns listed in table 27.

(104) The struggles over incomes policy and trade union legislation were
part… (FB5)

(105) David Jones says that the government has a legal problem over the Act’s
interpretation. (CR5)

(106) Thus, if people achieve a fair degree of mastery over outcomes and have
experience in controlling… (J14)

(107) Through monogamy, men obtained a sexual monopoly over individual
women by which they ensured that the children… (A6S)

(108)… can compromise with the concept of powerlessness over mind-
altering substances and behaviours. (G3D)

7.3.2. Nouns categorized into meaning groups

The noun confusion in the ‘grief’ group and other nouns that fitted into Francis et al.’s

categorization are listed in the table below.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ argument, battle, conflict, controversy,

difference, disagreement, dispute, fight,
row, squabble, struggle

the ‘advantage’ advantage, lead, priority, superiority
the ‘control’ authority, claim, control, dominance,

domination, hold, influence, jurisdiction,
mastery, monopoly, power, right, rule

the ‘victory’ victory
the ‘fuss’ protest, tension
the ‘grief’ agitation, alarm, anxiety, concern,

confusion, euphoria, uncertainty
the ‘debate’ charge, complaint, debate, discussion,

question
the ‘agreement’ agreement
nouns with other meanings problem, question mark

Table 28. Nouns categorized into meaning groups according to Francis et al.
The nouns that occurred in the data but were not mentioned by Francis et al.

(1998, 207-210) are choice, division, security, advance, ambivalence, action,
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communication, confrontation, consensus, constraint, consultation, difficulty,

misgiving, negotiation, panic, preference, advice, agitation, analysis, anguish,

autonomy, faith, benefit, care, challenge, charging order, collaboration, competence,

competition, conversation, court case, criticism, defeat, despair, dialogue, dilemma,

discretion, expertise, fear, flare-up, freedom, grant, interest, investigation, matter,

non-co-operation, policy, powerlessness, predominance, sadness, say, silence,

sovereignty, squabble, squabbling, supervisory capacity, strike, talk, watchdog, and

wrangle. All the other nouns listed above except choice, division and security

(yielding four examples) and difficulty (yielding three examples) had only one or two

examples in the data.

7.3.3. Complementation patterns

The complementation patterns of the nouns in the examples of the Informative social

science text type were noun phrases, wh-clauses and –ing clauses.
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Complement Number of tokens Nouns Example
noun phrase 428 in tables 26 and

27
A complaint over
parking space led to
the discovery that no
planning… (K54)

wh-clause 17 ambivalence (1)
anguish (1)
argument (1)
autonomy (1)
choice (1)
confusion (5)
control (1)
discussion (1)
dispute (2)
fight (1)
freedom (1)
tension (1)

… local authority
budgets and some of
their autonomy over
how these services
are delivered. (FS6)

-ing clause 5 anxiety (1)
control (1)
debate (1)
dilemma (1)
right (1)

… primarily the
child’s right or the
parents’rights over
upbringing which is
being upheld. (AN5)

Table 29. Complementation patterns of the nouns in the Informative social
science text type

There was a substantially large amount of wh-clause complements with the

noun confusion as the noun had nine occurrences in the data and in as many as five

the complement was a wh-clause.

(109) … what I was really talking about was my confusion over what I want,
what I like, what I do n’t like… (ADG)

Altogether, the occurrences of wh-clause and-ing clause complements resulted

22 examples, thus the number of examples is not very high. It can be stated on the

grounds of the data examples, although Francis et al. (1998, 207-210) do not have the

same complement patterns for the meaning groups, that in the examples in the

‘dispute’ group there were no –ing clauses, in the ‘advantage’ and ‘control’ groups
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there were nouns occurring with ing-clauses as well. In addition, in the ‘debate’ group

complement patterns also included wh-clauses and in the ‘fuss’ group nouns did not

have -ing-clauses as complements but wh-clauses. Moreover, the nouns in the

‘agreement’ group, according to the data of the Informative social science text type,

only take noun phrases as complements.

Meaning group Complementation patterns
in the data

Complementation
patterns according to
Francis et al.

the ‘dispute’ NP, wh-clause NP, wh-clause, -ing
clause

the ‘advantage’ NP, ing-clause NP
the ‘control’ NP, -ing clause, wh-clause  NP, wh-clause
the ‘victory’ NP NP
the ‘fuss’ NP, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘grief’ NP, wh-clause, -ing clause NP, wh-clause, -ing

clause
the ‘debate’ NP, -ing clause, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘agreement’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing

clause
nouns with other meanings NP NP
Table 30. Complementation patterns found with nouns in different meaning
groups in the data examples and those listed by Francis et al.

7.4. Data in the Informative commerce & finance text type

The total amount of tokens of the nouns complemented by over in the Informative

commerce & finance text type was 3321, of which 20 percent, 664 examples were

examined. There were 213 relevant examples among those 664 examples. The word

over was found in its irrelevant form as a preposition in many examples, for example

in a sentence with the noun man.

(110) As a married man over 75 and on a modest income… (K59)

Over denotes that the man in question is more than 75 years old, thus sense 13.

in the OED, “in excess of, above, more than (a stated amount or number)”. The
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prepositional phrase is not very closely linked to the noun and is therefore regarded as

an adjunct.

7.4.1. Nouns complemented by over

Altogether, 74 different nouns occurred in the data and as can be seen in table 31

below control was by far the most common noun complemented by the preposition

over. Those nouns that have the normed frequency count number over two are listed

in the table.

Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency
count per noun (nouns
per million words)

control 56 38,6
influence, dispute 9 6,2
debate 8 5,5
advantage 7 4,8
power 6 4,1
difficulty, conflict, right 5 3,4
argument, concern, lead 4 2,8
authority, edge,
improvement, row,
superiority

3 2,1

Table 31. Raw and normed frequency counts of the most common nouns
complemented by over in the Informative commerce & finance text type

Examples of the complementation of the nouns control, influence, and dispute

are the following:

(111) You seek to maintain control over people important to you… (B2F)

(112) BR’s LDCs have considerable influence over issues such as the
allocation of work between depots… (K8X)

(113) Mr Hagger says that some disputes over products are justified but says
that the business… (AHT)
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The table shows that fifteen nouns had occurrences more than two per million

words. Those nouns that had the normed frequency count number less than two are

listed in table 32. In this text type the raw count number of those nouns is only one or

two.

Noun Raw count per noun Normed frequency count
per noun (nouns per
million words)

action, decision,
disagreement, discretion,
dominance, doubt, battle,
hegemony, jurisdiction,
margin, monopoly,
problem, responsibility,
struggle, threat,
uncertainty, unrest, veto,
victory

2 1,4

agreement, anger,
command, confusion,
controversy, crisis,
criticism, difference,
disadvantage, disposition,
dissatisfaction,
domination, dust-up,
embarrassment, fight,
fighting, fuss, gloom,
goodwill, hesitation,
hiccup, jubilation,
lobbying, negotiation,
optimism, precedence,
preference, question mark,
resignation, rumbling,
stance, supremacy, talk,
travail, warranty,
watchdog, win, worry

1 -

Table 32. Nouns complemented by over that occurred once or twice in the data of
the Informative commerce & finance text type

The examples of the complementation of the nouns hegemony and win are:

(114) … any future Soviet attempt to re-establish hegemony over Eastern and
Central Europe… (ABK)

(115) … on shot to make the trip following their 2-0 win over Lithuania in
Dublin this week. (K31)
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7.4.2. Nouns categorized into meaning groups

The nouns found in the data examples mostly fitted into Francis et al.’s categorization.

Especially there were many nouns that belong to the ‘control’ group.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ argument, battle, conflict, controversy,

difference, disagreement, dispute, fight,
row, struggle

the ‘advantage’ advantage, edge, lead, margin,
precedence, superiority

the ‘control’ authority, control, dominance,
domination, hegemony, influence,
jurisdiction, monopoly, power, right,
supremacy, veto

the ‘victory’ victory, win
the ‘fuss’ crisis, fuss
the ‘grief’ anger, concern, confusion, doubt,

uncertainty, worry
the ‘debate’ criticism,debate, negotiation
the ‘agreement’ agreement, decision
nouns with other meanings improvement, problem, question mark

Table 33. Nouns categorized into meaning groups according to Francis et al.

The nouns that were not included in the Francis et al.’s (1998, 207-210)

meaning groups are difficulty, action, discretion, responsibility, threat, unrest,

command, disadvantage, disposition, dissatisfaction, dust-up, embarrassment,

fighting, gloom, goodwill, hesitation, hiccup, jubilation, lobbying, optimism,

preference, resignation, rumbling, stance, talk, travail, warranty, and watchdog.

These nouns were found very marginally in the data, all of them, except the noun

difficulty which had five examples in the data, yielded only one or two examples.

7.4.3. Complementation patterns

Again, in the example sentences in the Informative commerce & finance text types as

well as in the other text types, the most common complement type was a noun phrase,
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yielding 203 examples. Only a few examples of wh-clause and –ing clause

complements were found.

Complement Number of
tokens

Nouns Example

noun phrase 203 in tables 31 and
32

… circumstances in
which it has a
comparative
advantage over other
control mechanisms.
(HH2)

wh-clause 6 debate (1)
difference (1)
dispute (1)
fighting (1)
fuss (1)
stance (1)

A dispute over which
American regulatory
agency should control
new… (A55)

-ing clause 4 control (1)
difficulty (2)
discretion (1)

… the parallel gulf
between detailed legal
control over lending to
the needy… (CCT)

Table 34. Complementation patterns of the nouns in the Informative commerce
& finance text type

The complementation patterns of the nouns in the data slightly differentiated

from those of Francis et al.’s (1998, 207-210). The nouns in the ‘dispute’ group did

not have any –ing clauses as complements, the noun control in the ‘control’ group had

one -ing clause complement but in this group none of the nouns had wh-clause

complements. The nouns in the ‘grief’ group and the ‘agreement’ group had only

noun phrases as complements and the ‘debate’ group had only one example of wh-

clause complement but none of –ing clause complements.
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Meaning group Complementation
patterns in the data

Complementation
patterns according to
Francis et al.

the ‘dispute’ NP, wh-clause NP, wh-clause, -ing
clause

the ‘advantage’ NP NP
the ‘control’ NP, -ing clause NP, wh-clause
the ‘victory’ NP NP
the ‘fuss’ NP, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘grief’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing

clause
the ‘debate’ NP, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘agreement’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing

clause
nouns with other meanings NP NP

Table 35. Complementation patterns found with nouns in different meaning
groups in the data examples and those listed by Francis et al.
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8. Summary of the corpus data

As mentioned at the beginning of chapter 7, the number of the data examples

examined was not the same as the number of relevant examples. Table 36 introduces

the differences that the text types had in the numbers of the relevant example

sentences: in the Imaginative text type, the percent of the relevant examples was only

eight percent whereas in the Informative social science text type the percent was as

high as 46,7. In fact, in both Informative text types the construction noun + over is

considerably more used than in the data of the Spoken context-governed or the

Imaginative text type. In the Imaginative and Spoken context-governed text types, the

use of the word over as a complement of nouns is very marginal, except in the case of

the noun control in the data of the Spoken context-governed text type. Noun

complementation by over may therefore be regarded as used in more formal texts, as

for example in Informative text types.

Text type Number of the
examined examples
(20% of the total
amount of
examples in the
BNC)

Raw count of the
relevant examples

Percentage of
the relevant
examples

Spoken context-
governed

255 52 20,4

Imaginative 1012 78 7,7
Informative social
science

964 450 46,7

Informative
commerce & finance

664 213 32,1

Table 36. Number of examined examples and raw count and percentage of the
relevant examples
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8.1. Nouns complemented by over

All in all, there were 166 different nouns complemented by the word over in the data

of the Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science, and

Informative commerce & finance text types. However, most of the nouns had only

one or two occurrences in the data and therefore their use with the word over as their

complement is quite marginal. Those nouns are treated with less attention.

More attention, and a more profound analysis, is produced of the nouns that

have the normed frequency count number more than two. Table 37 introduces those

nouns. Some of the nouns in table 37, for example the nouns advantage, authority,

and power, had only three occurrences in the data of the Spoken context-governed

text type. They barely have the normed frequency count number more than two but as

they all had examples in other text types, for example at least six occurrences in the

Informative social science text type, the total amount of occurrences is notable.

Perhaps only the nouns edge, row, superiority, and improvement in the data of the

Informative commerce & finance text type that had only a few occurrences and

occurred only in the data of that text type, may be stated as not so commonly being

complemented by over. They are, however, listed because their normed frequency

count number is above two.
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Text type Noun Raw count per
noun

Normed
frequency count
per noun (nouns
per 1 million
words)

Spoken context-
governed

control
advantage
authority
power

15
3
3
3

12,2
2,4
2,4
2,4

Imaginative power
control

10
7

3,1
2,1

Informative social
science

control
power
debate
concern
influence
jurisdiction
advantage
right
confusion
controversy
dispute
authority
charge
priority
battle

135
30
23
21
17
13
12
9
9
8
7
6
6
6
6

48,5
10,8
8,3
7,6
6,1
4,7
4,3
3,2
3,2
2,9
2,5
2,2
2,2
2,2
2,2

Informative
commerce &
finance

control
influence
dispute
debate
advantage
power
difficulty
conflict
right
argument
concern
lead
authority
edge
improvement
row
superiority

56
9
9
8
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3

38,6
6,2
6,2
5,5
4,8
4,1
3,4
3,4
3,4
2,8
2,8
2,8
2,1
2,1
2,1
2,1
2,1

Table 37. Nouns most frequently complemented by over in the data of the
examined text types

The noun, by far the most commonly complemented by over, is the noun

control: it has the largest amount of examples in the Spoken context-governed and in
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both Informative text types. Only in the data of the Imaginative text type the noun

power had slightly more examples than the noun control. Other nouns that are most

commonly complemented by over are advantage, authority, power, dispute, influence,

right, concern, and debate.

The noun precedence occurred in the data many times, for example in the

Informative social science text type it had ten examples, but it is not listed in table 37

because the noun was mostly a complement of the verb take in the examples. There

was only one example in the data of the Informative commerce & finance text type

were the noun precedence had the preposition over as its complement: …and

contemplation take precedence over the development of the material world…  (CDW)

In fact, the OED (s.v. precedence) mentions (in sense 2) that the noun precedence

frequently occurs with the verb take.

8.2. Meaning groups of nouns

The nouns that were frequently complemented by over in the data, and which were

introduced in table 37 all, except one, fit into the meaning groups by Francis et al.

(1998, 207-210). The exception is the noun difficulty that yielded nine examples

altogether in the Imaginative and both Informative text types.

On the other hand, many nouns that Francis et al. had listed in their meaning

groups did not, according to the data in the BNC, have the complementation

construction with the word over. All in all, there were 24 nouns which according to

the list by Francis et al. are complemented by over but in the data analyzed there

occurred no examples of the complementation of those nouns. The nouns that were

not found in the data are presented in table 38.
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Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ group clash, deadlock, quarrel
the ‘advantage’ group head start
the ‘control’ group dominion
the ‘victory’ group triumph
the ‘fuss’ group furore, outcry, outrage, scandal, storm,

uproar, violence
the ‘grief’ group discontent, dissatisfaction, frustration,

grief, pessimism, reservations
the ‘debate’ group allegation, speculation
the ‘agreement’ group compromise
nouns with other meanings publicity, trial
Table 38. Nouns, which were not found in the data, categorized into the meaning
groups according to Francis et al.

At least one noun in every meaning group is not complemented by the word

over.  Many nouns whose use with over is obsolete are found in particularly in the

‘fuss’ and in the ‘grief’ meaning groups. The meaning groups by Francis et al. are

rewritten in table 39, and the nouns that are complemented by the word over in

current British English, according to the data, are listed.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ group argument, battle, conflict, controversy,

difference, disagreement, dispute, fight,
row, squabble, struggle, war

the ‘advantage’ group advantage, edge, lead, margin,
precedence, priority, superiority

the ‘control’ group authority, claim, control, dominance,
domination, hegemony, hold, influence,
jurisdiction, mastery, monopoly, power,
right, rule, supremacy, veto

the ‘victory’ group victory, win
the ‘fuss’ group crisis, fuss, protest, tension, trouble
the ‘grief’ group agitation, alarm, anger, anxiety, concern,

confusion, doubt, euphoria, excitement,
quilt, uncertainty, worry

the ‘debate’ group charge, complaint, criticism, debate,
discussion, negotiation, question

the ‘agreement’ group agreement, decision
nouns with other meanings improvement, problem, question mark
Table 39. Meaning groups of the nouns complemented by over
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Anyhow, the nouns in table 39, although they were found in the data

examined, were not all found in very large numbers; some of the nouns occurred in

the data less than three times. The nouns that had plenty of examples in the data of all

four text types are only the nouns control and power. The nouns advantage and

authority were found in the examples of three text types, Spoken context-governed,

and both Informative text types.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ -
the ‘advantage’ advantage
the ‘control’ control, power, authority
the ‘victory’ -
the ‘fuss’ -
the ‘grief’ -
the ‘debate’ -
the ‘agreement’ -
nouns with other meanings -
Table 40. Nouns that occurred in the data of either all four or three text types

Those nouns in different meaning groups that were found in two text types are

shown in the table below, in table 41. The nouns were found only in both Informative

text types.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ dispute
the ‘advantage’ -
the ‘control’ influence, right
the ‘victory’ -
the ‘fuss’ -
the ‘grief’ concern
the ‘debate’ debate
the ‘agreement’ -
nouns with other meanings -
Table 41. Nouns that occurred in the data of two text types

The data showed that the ‘control’ group contains most of the nouns that are

found in the data of at least two text types and frequently complemented by over: the

nouns control, power, authority, influence, and right.
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Some of the nouns were found many times in the data and had the normed

frequency count number of more than two, but only in the data examples of one text

type and more specifically in the data of either the Informative social science or the

Informative commerce & finance text type.

Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ argument, battle, conflict, controversy, row
the ‘advantage’ edge, lead, priority, superiority
the ‘control’ jurisdiction
the ‘victory’ -
the ‘fuss’ -
the ‘grief’ confusion
the ‘debate’ charge
the ‘agreement’ -
nouns with other meanings improvement
Table 42. Nouns that occurred in the data of one text type

All in all, many nouns in the different meaning groups were only found in the

data of either the Informative social science or the Informative commerce & finance

text type, or in both of them.

The nouns in the ‘victory, the ‘fuss’ and the ‘agreement’ group do not,

according to the data, very commonly have over as their complement: all the nouns

that belong to those groups were only found once or twice in the data of the different

text types. Table 43 lists all the remaining nouns that were categorized into meaning

groups according to Francis et al. (1998, 207-210). These nouns had only one or two

matches in the data.
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Meaning group Noun
the ‘dispute’ difference, disagreement, fight, squabble,

struggle, war
the ‘advantage’ margin
the ‘control’ claim, dominance, domination, hegemony,

hold, mastery, monopoly, rule, supremacy,
veto

the ‘victory’ victory, win
the ‘fuss’ crisis, fuss, protest, tension, trouble
the ‘grief’ agitation, alarm, anger, anxiety, doubt,

euphoria, excitement, quilt, uncertainty,
worry

the ‘debate’ complaint, criticism, discussion,
negotiation, question

the ‘agreement’ agreement, decision
nouns with other meanings problem, question mark
Table 43. Nouns with one or two matches in the data of the text types

In addition to nouns introduced above in the meaning groups, there were few

nouns in the data that occurred in at least two text types, difficulty even in three, had

more than two occurrences: choice, difficulty, action, preference, and talk, and those

nouns that had one match in two text types were the nouns investigation, hesitation,

discretion, silence, and watchdog. None of these nouns are mentioned by Francis et al.

in their meaning groups. Moreover, the nouns division and security, although found

only in the data of the Informative social science text type, had both four matches.

These two nouns are not mentioned in the meaning groups either. Table 44 shows the

raw counts of the nouns in different text types.
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Noun Spoken
context-
governed

Imaginative Informative
social science

Informative
commerce &
finance

choice 1 4
investigation 1 1
difficulty 1 3 5
hesitation 1 1
silence 1 1
action 1 2
preference 2 1
discretion 2 1
talk 1 2
watchdog 1 1
division 4
security 4
Table 44. Nouns that are not listed in the meaning groups by Francis et al. but
were found in the data of more than one text type

The nouns investigation, hesitation, silence, and watchdog have only one

match in two text types and are therefore quite marginal. The noun difficulty is a very

important noun for the subject of this pro gradu thesis because altogether it had nine

matches in three text types. The following table 45 categorizes the nouns in table 44

into their potential meaning groups.

Noun Meaning group
Choice nouns with other meanings
investigation nouns with other meanings
Difficulty nouns with other meanings
hesitation the ‘grief’
Silence nouns with other meanings
Action nouns with other meanings
preference the ‘advantage’
discretion the ‘control’
Talk the ‘debate’
watchdog the ‘control’
Division nouns with other meanings
Security nouns with other meanings

Table 45. Meaning groups of the nouns that were not listed by Francis et al.
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Most of the nouns belong to the meaning group of ‘nouns with other

meanings’. This possibly means that the meaning groups by Francis et al. are not

complete and other categorizations could be performed.

8.3. Senses of nouns

The relevant senses for the word over in the OED were senses 3. b., 9, 10.a., and

presumably also sense 3.a. The meanings  are presented in table 46. The nouns in the

meaning groups may be categorized under the meanings of these four senses. The

nouns, with their senses, are listed in the table. The nouns in the group ‘nouns with

other meanings’ are not categorized and are not included in the table.
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Sense Meaning group Nouns
3.b. Concerning, as regards,
with reference to, in respect
of (a subject of discourse,
negotiation, etc.

the ‘dispute’, the ‘fuss’, the
‘debate, and the ‘agreement’

argument, battle,
conflict, controversy,
difference,
disagreement, dispute,
fight, row, squabble,
struggle, war, crisis,
fuss, protest, tension,
trouble, charge,
complaint, criticism,
debate, discussion,
negotiation, question,
agreement, and
decision

9. Above in power, rank, or
authority; (so as to be) in
charge of, in a position to
influence or govern. Also
with verbs (and
corresponding nouns)
expressing conquest, victory,
etc.

the ‘control’ and the
‘victory’

authority, claim,
control, dominance,
domination, hegemony,
hold, influence,
jurisdiction, mastery,
monopoly, power,
right, rule, supremacy,
veto, victory, and win

10.a. Above or beyond in
degree, quality, or action; in
preference to; more than;
(also) as compared with

the ‘advantage’ advantage, edge, lead,
margin, precedence,
priority, and
superiority

3.a. Indicating the object of
attention, care, gratification,
sorrow, etc. (conceived of as
occupying a position below
the agent)

the ‘grief’ agitation, alarm,
anger, anxiety,
concern, confusion,
doubt, euphoria,
excitement, quilt,
uncertainty, and worry

Table 46. Senses of the nouns in different meaning groups

The relevant individual senses for the nouns advantage, authority, control,

power, dispute, influence, right, concern, and debate complemented by over are listed

in tables 47-49. These are nouns that occurred in at least two text types in notable

numbers and therefore are regarded to be frequently complemented by the word over.

The meanings are derived from the OED. Table 47 lists all the nouns that were found

in at least three text types.
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Noun Sense Example in the
OED

Example in the
data

advantage  I. Superior
position.1.b. To have,
gain, get, give
advantage of, over (on
obs.): superiority over.
Also techn. to have the
advantage of (a
person): to have a
personal knowledge
that is not reciprocal.

1869 J. MARTINEAU
Ess. II. 115 Unbelief
has no advantage
over belief.

… and attempted
to gain a
competitive
advantage over
their trading
partners… (Inf.
commerce &
finance, EC3)

authority I. Power to enforce
obedience. 1. a. Power
or right to enforce
obedience; moral or
legal supremacy; the
right to command, or
give an ultimate
decision.

1590 Harl. Misc.
(Malh.) II. 176 He
hath aucthoritie over
all kinges and
princes.

Legal authority
over children was
vested in kin until
the demand…
(Inf. social
science, CRW)

power I. As a quality or
property. 2. a. Control
or authority over
others; dominion, rule;
government, command,
sway. Freq. with of,
on, over.
2.c. Capacity to direct
or influence the
behaviour of others;
personal or social
influence.

1991 J. CHANG Wild
Swans (1993) viii.
205 In Chinese
tradition the person
with the most power
over a married
woman was always
her mother-in-law.
(2.c.).

Power: that’s it, I
want power over
my life.
(Imaginative,
BMS)

control 1. a. The fact of
controlling, or of
checking and directing
action; the function or
power of directing and
regulating; domination,
command, sway.

1820 W. IRVING
Sketch Bk. I. 107
Over no nation does
the press hold a
more absolute
control than over the
people of America.

… did have some
sort of control
over the the
number of jobs…
(Spoken context-
governed, JAD)

Table 47. Relevant meanings and examples of the nouns advantage, authority,
power, and control

The nouns concern, debate, dispute, influence, and right, were found

complemented by over in the data of two text types, which were the Informative text

types. The meanings of the nouns concern, debate, dispute, influence, and right,

http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-m2.html
http://dictionary.oed.com/help/bib/oed2-i.html
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although there were no example sentences with the word over, are also gathered from

the already existing senses in the OED.

Noun Sense Example in the
OED

Example in the
data

concern 5. a. Interest,
solicitous regard,
solicitude, anxiety;
anxious, uneasy, or
troubled state of
mind, arising from
regard to or interest
in any person or
thing. (Viewed as a
condition that one
is in or under, a
sentiment that one
has, shows, etc.)

- There is growing
public concern
over the effects of
dredging marine
aggregates (Inf.
social science,
GXG)

debate 1. a. Strife,
contention,
dissension,
quarrelling,
wrangling; a
quarrel

- … you would have
witnessed debates
over the great
affairs
preoccupying our
employers…
(Imaginative, AR3)

dispute 2. An occasion or
instance of the
same; an
argumentative
contention or
debate, a
controversy; also,
in weakened sense,
a difference of
opinion; freq. with
the added notion of
vehemence, a
heated contention,
a quarrel.

- A dispute over
which American
regulatory agency
should control
new… (Inf.
commerce &
finance, A55)

Table 48. Relevant meanings and examples of the nouns concern, debate, and
dispute
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Noun Sense Example in the
OED

Example in the
data

influence 4. a. The exertion
of action of which
the operation is
unseen or
insensible (or
perceptible only in
its effects), by one
person or thing
upon another; the
action thus
exercised. Orig.
const. into (cf. 3);
now on, upon, in.

- … that would help
to offset the
massive US
influence over the
Latin American
countries. (Inf.
social science,
A6G)

right 9. a. A legal,
equitable, or moral
title or claim to the
possession of
property or
authority, the
enjoyment of
privileges or
immunities, etc.

- … give the sellers
property rights
over the mixed
(manufactured)
goods. (Inf.
commerce &
finance, HH7)

Table 49. Relevant meanings and examples of the nouns influence and right

Herbst et al. ( 2004, 168, 206) give the complementation pattern over+ N for

the nouns debate and concern, for the noun debate they even give the

complementation pattern wh-clause. The noun influence is mentioned by them (2004,

427) but they do not give the complement over for the noun. The nouns right and

dispute are totally left out of the discussion. Dictionaries and grammars are not very

fertile in examination of this subject of complementation of nouns by over. Again,

only the data which largely supports the fact that they are complemented by over, and

also the information given by Francis et al., serves as a proof for the fact that these

nouns are truly complemented by over.
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8.4. Complementation patterns

The complementation patterns for the nouns in the data were N over n, N over –ing,

and N over wh. The examples of complementation patterns were calculated together

and table 50 shows the results:

Text type NP wh-clause -ing clause
Spoken context-
governed

45 5 2

Imaginative 76 2 -

Informative social
science

428 17 5

Informative
commerce & finance

203 6 4

= 752 30 11
Table 50. Amounts of the complementation patterns in the data

The most common complementation pattern undoubtedly is the noun phrase.

However, there are two more options: wh-clause is more common than –ing clause

but both are quite marginally used with nouns occurring with over. What is of note is

that in the Imaginative text type -ing clause complements were totally absent. But the

reason for this is possibly the fact that the number of relevant examples was low in the

data of the Imaginative text type. In the Informative social science text type, the total

amount of wh-clause complements is 17 and of that amount as much as five occurred

in example sentences where the noun confusion was complemented by over and a wh-

clause. With other nouns there were not any significant findings.

The noun confusion is the only noun that in large numbers has wh-clause as its

complement. Other nouns that had wh-clause complement at least two times were the

nouns argument (2), choice (2), control (4), discussion (2), and dispute (3). –Ing

clause complements are very rare, and therefore the only noun that had an –ing clause

complement more than one time was the noun difficulty (2).
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Some differences did occur in the field of the complementation patterns

between the information given by Francis et al. (1998, 207-210) and the data findings.

The most important and reliable differences according to the data are that the nouns

that belong to the ‘agreement’ group may only have noun phrases as complements,

and not wh-clauses or –ing clauses. Also, the nouns in the ‘dispute’ group do not have

any-ing clause complements but, according to the data, nouns in the ‘debate’ group

may have wh-clauses as complements. The complementation patterns were combined

from all the text types and the differences are shown in bold in the table below. As has

been shown above, the ing-clause and wh-clause complements are not very common

and therefore the differences shown in the table between the complementation

patterns in the data and by Francis et al. may be based on very few data examples of

the complementation patterns, in some cases only on one example.

Group Complementation patterns
in the data

Complementation patterns
according to Francis et al.

the ‘dispute’ NP, wh-clause NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
the ‘advantage’ NP, –ing clause NP
the ‘control’ NP, wh-clause, -ing clause NP, wh-clause
the ‘victory’ NP NP
the ‘fuss’ NP, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘grief’ NP, wh-clause, -ing clause NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
the ‘debate’ NP, -ing clause, wh-clause NP, -ing clause
the ‘agreement’ NP NP, wh-clause, -ing clause
nouns with other
meanings

NP, -ing clause NP

Table 51. Complementation patterns found in the data of the text types and the
complementation patterns listed by Francis et al.

8.5. Plural forms of nouns

Most of the nouns complemented by over were found in the singular form in the data

examples. Nevertheless, Francis et al. (1998, 207-210) note that some nouns are found

either only in the plural form, as the nouns differences, problems, and rights, or are
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usually found in the plural form as the nouns doubt, allegation, charge, negotiation,

and question.

Noun In text types Examples in the analyzed
data

differences Informative social
science, Informative
commerce and finance

differences (1)
difference (1)

rights Informative commerce
and finance, Informative
social science

rights (12), right (2)

doubt (usu plural) Informative commerce
and finance, Spoken
context-governed

doubts (3)

allegation (usu plural) - -
charge (usu plural) Informative social

science
charges (3), charge (3)

negotiation (usu plural) Informative commerce
and finance, Informative
social science

negotiations (3)

question (usu plural) Informative social
science, Spoken context-
governed,

questions (1), question (1)

problems Informative commerce
and finance, Informative
social science,
Imaginative, Spoken
context-governed

problems (6), problem (3)

Table 52. Number of the singular and plural forms of the nouns in the data

The table shows that most of the nouns that Francis et al. (ibid.) state to be

used in plural were only found in the data of the Informative text types. Some of the

nouns that Francis et al. mention occurred only very marginally in the data examples

of four text types. In order to make generalizations about the use of the nouns in

plural, individual searches were done with each noun in the Sketch Engine program in

the whole of the BNC and the relevant examples were manually distinguished from

the irrelevant ones.
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Noun Total amount of
examples in the BNC

Examples in plural/ in
singular

differences 62 differences (52)
difference (1)

rights 140 rights (120)
right (4)

doubt (usu plural) 91 doubts (62)
doubt (28)

allegation (usu plural) - -
charge (usu plural) 62 charges (18)

charge (36)
negotiation (usu plural) 83 negotiations (66)

negotiation (10)
question (usu plural) 38 questions (15)

question (11)
problems 114 problems (67)

problem (12)
Table 53. Amount of examples of the nouns in singular and plural

According to the data in the BNC, the noun allegation is not found at all

complemented by the word over; the only example that was found in the data is

example 116 which includes the prepositional phrase over the years as an adjunct.

(116) Scurrilous newspaper allegations over the years have hinted at
blackmail… (FR9)

Mostly with the nouns in table 55, the plural form of the noun is more often

used complemented by over than the singular form of the noun. Still, one exception

was found: the noun charge is more commonly used in its singular form. The nouns

difference and right are quite exclusively complemented by over in their plural forms

but the noun question does not have any significant differences in its use in the

singular or plural form, both forms are complemented by over.
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9. Conclusion

The data in the Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science,

and Informative commerce & finance, showed that many nouns can be complemented

by the preposition over. However, most of the nouns occurred only once or twice in

the data of the text types, and are therefore marginal. All in all, there occurred 166

different nouns in the data but many of the nouns had only one or two matches in the

data of only one text type.

More attention in the paper was given to the nouns that may be stated as most

frequently complemented by over: the nouns had many examples in at least two text

types. Those nouns are advantage, authority, control, power, dispute, influence, right,

concern, and debate. The most frequently complemented noun by over is the noun

control which by far had the largest number of examples in the data of the Spoken

context-governed, Informative social science, and Informative commerce & finance

text type. Only in the data of the Imaginative text type, the noun power was a little

more common but the difference in occurrences was only three matches. There were

many examples in the data of the noun precedence but it can not be listed, however,

among the most common nouns complemented by over because in the examples the

noun occurred with the verb take and it was therefore a complement itself and not a

head word.

A striking difference was found between the amounts of the relevant examples

in the different text types. In the Imaginative text type, the percent of the relevant

examples was only 7,7 %, when in the Spoken context-governed it was 20,4 %, in the

Informative commerce & finance 32,1 %, and in the Informative social science text

type as high as 46,7%. In addition, the difference is visible in the number of nouns
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complemented by over. In the Informative social science text type, the number of the

nouns with the normed frequency count more than two was fifteen. In the Informative

commerce & finance text type, the number was seventeen, but in the data of the

Spoken context-governed text type there was only four and in the data of the

Imaginative text type only two nouns that had the normed frequency count number

more than two.

The theoretic information is confirmed by the data: nouns complemented by

over are mostly used in formal texts, as for example in Informative texts. However,

nouns complemented by over are not only used in written language but also in spoken.

Undoubtedly nouns complemented by over are not very commonly used in fictional

texts.

Most of the commonly complemented nouns by over found in the data fitted

into meaning groups according to Francis et al.: the ‘dispute’, the ‘advantage’, the

‘control’, the ‘victory’, the ‘fuss’, the ‘grief’, the ‘debate’, the ‘agreement’, and nouns

with other meanings. The noun difficulty yielded altogether nine examples in the data

of the Imaginative, Informative social science and Informative commerce & finance

text types but was not mentioned in the meaning groups by Francis et al. In addition,

the noun choice yielded one example in the Spoken context-governed text type and

four examples in the Informative social science text type; it was neither mentioned in

the categorization of the nouns by Francis et al.

Moreover, there were many nouns, altogether 24 nouns: clash, deadlock,

quarrel, head start, dominion, triumph, furore, outcry, outrage, scandal, storm,

uproar, violence, discontent, dissatisfaction, frustration, grief, pessimism,

reservations, allegation, speculation, compromise, publicity, and trial, although

mentioned by Francis et al., that were not found in the data of any text type and are
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not therefore, according to the data, complemented by over anymore in current British

English. Many obsolete nouns were members of the ‘fuss’ and the ‘grief’ meaning

group. In addition, many nouns that occurred in the data but had only one or two

matches, were members of the ‘victory’, ‘fuss’, and ‘agreement’ meaning groups. The

meaning group that contains most of the frequently complemented nouns by over is

the ‘control’ group. The nouns control, power, authority, influence, and right are

members of the ‘control’ group.

Background information by Francis et al. stated that some nouns are always or

usually in the plural form with the word over. Indeed, the nouns difference, right,

doubt, negotiation, and problems are usually found in plural. However, the noun

charge is considerably more used in the singular form and the noun question is used

almost equivalently in singular and plural.

The senses of the nouns complemented by over are senses 3.b. Concerning, as

regards, with reference to, in respect of (a subject of discourse, negotiation, etc., 9.

Above in power, rank, or authority; (so as to be) in charge of, in a position to

influence or govern. Also with verbs (and corresponding nouns) expressing conquest,

victory, etc., 10.a. Above or beyond in degree, quality, or action; in preference to;

more than; (also) as compared with, and 3.a. Indicating the object of attention, care,

gratification, sorrow, etc. (conceived of as occupying a position below the agent)

listed by the OED. Nevertheless, mostly nouns complemented by over represent either

sense 3.b. or 9.

Complementation pattern in the prepositional phrase which consists of the

preposition over and its complement according to the background information is

usually a noun phrase and the data supports this notion: the complementation patterns

of the construction noun+ over are mostly noun phrases but occasionally nouns can
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also have wh-clauses or –ing clauses as prepositional complements. Noun phrase

complements were found 752, wh-clauses 30 and –ing clauses 11 altogether in the

Spoken context-governed, Imaginative, Informative social science and Informative

commerce & finance text types. The data did not show any pattern for the use of the

wh-clause or –ing clause complements: individual nouns were occasionally

complemented by them; only the noun confusion was found five times with the

complement wh-clause.
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Appendix:

The Informative social science text type

EE8 low output to medical staff ( eg ,
less than 200ml over 4 hours ) . Emulsifying cream for

washing . Use of

J6R practice to grant the tenant
express rights of access over the common parts of the building .

The landlord may

J6V the accountant has been
concerned with the accounts over a number of years and is in a position

to give an

FB5 union leaders full legal protection
from actions over breach of employment contract ; and

the Redundancy

ECE the ability to undertake specific
adl activities over time . Comparison of three national

surveys carried

B2T nationally . It is such measurable
levels of activity over a given time period however which

provide a means

CGD Caring can also be viewed as a
reciprocal activity over the life course . Three kinds of family

obligation

EF8 identifying the range of strategies
marks an advance over standard referential communication

measures , information

FAK and stylish , achieves a large
number of advances over Veblen 's account in terms of the

sophistication

EAA working on a problem should
give the group an advantage over the individuals working on their own

. In fact ,

HTE medical background . No type of
school has an advantage over another .</p><p>Interviews Most

candidates are not

HPH </p><p>Christian activists
however have an advantage over their secular allies . Only 10% go to

Church in England

EA3 international language already
give it considerable advantage over others in the commercial competition

to ` sell '

ASY examination ) . This flexibility is
an enormous advantage over one-off end-of-year examinations .

But there are

EVB the Synchrofax Audio Page .
They have the advantage over the cassette tape-recorder in that they

can be easily

HJ0 efficiency larger units of
production have cost advantages over smaller units . The existence of

significant economies

HHY generalised linear model ; this
offers many advantages over the better known traditional `

regression ' techniques

CMF comprehensiveness . They have
obvious advantages over ordinary questionnaires and `

checklists ' : with

F9S
qualifications have some
important occupational
advantages

over arts and domestic ones . In 1983 ,
while girls gained

J14 non-professional also has a
number of advantages over professional services . They can avoid

the role of

GVH has to be available all the time to
provide advice over the telephone or at the police station ,

and receives
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FST , these disparities in earnings
increase with age over the lifetime , varying according to

occupation (

CAR large-scale ritual sexual abuse
grows within agencies over the months and years . Once in the

system , he said

EEN we may speculate that the social-
purity agitation over incest reflected middle-class anxieties

and tensions

CRS problem Mrs Jones faced . A lack
of common agreement over the objectives of the assessment was

something Mrs

G1J liberties , rest on the Conservative
Party 's alarm over the increase in crime . But have these

expanded powers

FPR scarcely catered for . But again
there is ambivalence over whether they should be encouraged

into the countryside

B0N microfilm information systems
but the ambivalence over the wider spread of the NACAB

system is most evident

H0P sustain the period of infecundity
due to amenorrhoea over long periods depends , inter alia ,

upon the frequency

CEK Balmoral deal pays 9.74 per cent
gross on amounts over £25,000 .</p><p>` Some savers like

term shares where

FED and Glass found the CNV to be of
greater amplitude over the left hemisphere in all of twelve

right handed

FP4 University of Edinburgh permits
comprehensive analyses over time of the characteristics of Scottish

school leavers

FAY antiracist strategy . We should not
have to anguish over what needs to be done to stop the

physical and mental

EEN context that we must try to
understand the anxieties over masturbation . There was a striking

coincidence in

G0D political militancy and
intensification of anxiety over a whole range of social issues . Each

had their own

EA4 associated with abuse have more
to do with anxiety over taking a moral position than with the

complexity

FCE are for the direct purpose of
handing the appellant over so that he may be dealt with on these

charges . Whether

EWR policy , is best revealed by the
Review 's approach over this whole period to the study of

language . At first

EVK in the light of that examination ,
consider what is the area over which power is given . Any exercise

of power by the

J6P this is not done , the scope for
embittered argument over the right of the outgoing partner to

notify clients

CMU the curriculum to remember the
puerile arguments over whose responsibility it was to teach

language skills

B28 most serious . From the child 's
viewpoint arguments over management are largely irrelevant .

The nearest attempt

HBM in Edinburgh , was visited by 20
Subject Assessors over three days at the beginning of

February this year

CR5 legal action by private home
owners ' associations over ` unreasonable ' contracts

.</p><p>Private home owners
HXG 0050 7 )</p><p>( 149 ) How over them -- make them toe the line , as he
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could he exert authority had to --

K54 there has been no movement from
the health authority over this matter . '</p><p>Joan Fox ,

head of patient

CRW children exemplifies this
confusion . Legal authority over children was vested in kin until the

demand , engendered

EF3 conclusion are with a State that
has no legal authority over the territory in question . However ,

any conclusion

GW1 victim , or the actor is in a
position of authority over the victim and used this authority to

coerce the

FS6 local authority budgets and some
of their autonomy over how these services are delivered . In

particular

K5L .</p><p>` Fergie on the plane
with the paper bag over her head . We were paying for that

plane . She should

G31 . Action plans included laying
coats and baggage over every nearby seat , spreading the

wrappings of the

BN7 directly into the mouth
.</p><p>Putting plastic bags over the head is dangerous . Sniffing alone

or in dangerous

K9A five days .</p><p>Another
major advantage of bananas over other sweet foods is that they come in

their own

CRT undertaking advanced work :
three had completed BAs over the past few years , another an MA ,

and nine were

FP4 which are harder to recover on a
consistent basis over time within the GRE system , but

responsible for

A98 the use of drug tests has lead to a
US legal battle over workers ' privacy rights

PHOTOGRAPH : N. SAGANSKY

AN9 reassurances about safety
.</p><p>But the battle over the sea dumping of nuclear waste ,

dramatic as it

EVJ the union and ignorant of the
traditional battles over fat and lean , willingly complied with

the work arrangements

FAF be used to finance the doubling of
child benefit over the life of a parliament . A 1 per cent

growth in

HP2 classes .</p><p>Evacuees were
dispersed to billets over a wide area : for example , London

children were

CEK greed of their farmers . Yet those
are the blocks over which it is likely to stumble

.</p><p>It is remarkable

FA1 suggests :</p><p>FO &hellip; I
usually look upon a BOD over 100 milligrammes per litre as very

bad . KH Where

ADG belt to hold it in place , which
pulled your body over to one side . My body was deformed

by the weight

AP7 end they used to have a jingle :
Rattle his bones over the stones : He 's only a pauper that

nobody owns

CBC in fridge . Place chocolate and
butter in a bowl over a pan of simmering water and heat

until melted .</p>

FP4 under 45 due to the increase in
marital breakdown over this 20-year period of around 200

thousands . The

ADM four-pronged C. of I. church that
nobody used and a bridge over a river . In short , it was Every Irish

Town . However
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GXJ Glasgow Road ( A8 )
immediately west of the bridge over Edinburgh/Aberdeen railway and

follows a generally

HD1 Curiemuirend which leads under
the Walkway to the bridge over the river to Westmill which is , at

present , virtually

CDP to which the public has access ,
including bridges over which a road passes . ( There is ,

rather confusingly

ADG 're not beautiful in our image ,
then put a bucket over your head , or hide at home if you 're

too fat ;

HP2 suggested that if a policy of
balancing a budget over the trade cycle still resulted in

unacceptable high

J16 does not apply in Scotland ,
where all buildings over thirty years old are eligible for listing

) . This

CEK and orange slices to garnish
.</p><p>Melt butter over medium heat in a large pan . Add

chopped onion and

A6G expected ) to be worthless . The
squabbling in Cabinet over the formula on which the National

Government was

APE denying the existence of divisions
in the Cabinet over Europe and calling on MPs not to

divide the party

HD2 Media Action to organise an
information type campaign over a period of possibly one week

.</p><p>Alex Stein

HJA and Dawyck are further
developed , future campaigns over the next 5-10 years should highlight

these sites

G0D professional status , especially in
the campaigns over the Medical Act of 1858 , the single

most important

FB5 , socialists appear to be divided
into two camps over this question . There are those who

argue that `

FAU Division , which exercises a
supervisory capacity over the inferior courts and sits as a court

to which

CMK however , receive less : for every
£250 of capital over £3,000 , individuals are deemed to be

getting £1

GXA Bank would have expected to lose
on 31,000 cards over 18 months .</p><p>The fact that its

Photocards lost

ALM the growing dissatisfaction with
residential care over recent years . We can then compare

the evidence from

K5L is cropped on top and at the sides
, but cascades over his floppy jumper at the back

.</p><p>They seem like

CBC Letters section follows Allied
Carpets<p>THE court case over Allied Carpets ' bogus sale did not

surprise me .

J75 Personally run at least 36 medical
negligence cases over the previous 3 years ; and ( b ) had at

least three

HPL handrails to chamber roof slab .
Hung safety chains over the outgoing pipes here and at the

upstream connection

K54 after Mr Fallon failed to respond
to a challenge over a unique mortgage rescue package

.</p><p>Last November

FAK social anthropology . By tracing
artefactual change over several millennia , archaeology can

produce materials
HJ0 attempting to use other data for over time . Some items of information ,
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assessing change like occupational

CRF associated with family life , and
look at change over time in the sentiments , attachments

and emotions

A5A which appeals were begun had
shown little change over the years , there had been some small

increase in

CG6 information about the child , an
indication of change over time may also be helpful in

evaluating the success

EE1 world in the trenches of France .
The pace of change over those 20 years would be remarkable ;

and the vital

CRF 1980 ) .</p><p>Finally , there
have been changes over time in the rates of divorce and

marriage , although

CRF on the agenda .</p><p>Thus
there have been changes over time in patterns of support between

generations ,

HHY Developmental psychology ;
Early childhood <p>Changes over time to things that are seen and heard

are powerful

CLW their attainment level . If these
complex changes over time in the relationship between

general improvements

CGY the effect of criticism on
consciousness changes over time . The principal object of the

critique is an

B17 place to place , what is defined as
crime changes over time . In Britain today we have

different criminal

ECN structure within which careers are
established changes over time . Physical locations of groups ,

for example

G1F particularly TTT .</p><p>There
were also important changes over time . Coordinators ' involvement in

special needs

CG6 other members of the family
.</p>Measuring changes over time<p>An important function of

assessment is that

J16 the fee system will ` lead to
significant changes over time in the relationship between

applicants and local

ARP description of the skinhead style
and to record the changes over the years , such as the bowler hat , the

suede-head

B0W previously validated or not
sensitive to changes over time , two scales were selected from

the Comprehensive

FD3 attract the same attention as the
grant of a charge over property . I do not think we should

decide , in the

FCD property and book debts , and a
first floating charge over all its assets , undertaking and

property , past

J6N vendor has granted any fixed or
floating charges over any of the assets , the purchaser will

insist that

GVG over its assets are treated
differently from charges over a company 's assets arising other than

by the creation

EE8 subsequent date , possibly having
cared for the child over a period of months or years . Howe (

1990 ) points

H0P Preferences for large families ,
which entail childbearing over an extended period and at relatively

frequent intervals

FS6 force until he or she reaches 18 .
However , children over whom the local authority exercises

parental rights
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HHY school ? This study focuses upon
a number of children over a period of up to 40 months

beginning early in their

B32 Resident<p>  ̀Last Christmas
they brought the children over from the nursery school . It was

lovely ! They did

AN5 Campbell and Cosans , that to
give parents a choice over whether or not their children should

receive corporal

HXT wasteful services and as
consumers denied any choice over the level or type of services they wish

to consume

HXT crises " in the NHS and a desire
for more choice over the timing of treatment and the " hotel

" aspects

B2A of a particular location , and thus
has no choice over membership . Some indication of the

potential operation

FP4 population sustained by Britain 's
larger cities over the previous decade . The population

of Greater London

G05 Garden City implied the primacy
of the central city over a surrounding hinterland , but the

subsequent contribution

H10 things have gone in the main
literate civilizations over the past four thousand years . We

know that , in general

FB5 consumption standards means
making a larger claim over available output , leaving less for

personal consumption

GVG gives the holder of the security a
proprietary claim over assets , normally the debtor 's , to

secure payment

EDH that is crucial to the reproduction
of this class over time . A subordinate class , such as

the working

BPK nearby village of Middleton-on-
the-Wolds , was clerk over 100 years ago . The family eventually

moved to Hull

CN6 lone parents , some may have one
or more cohabitees over a period of years ; many will remarry

after a period

B28 feature Susie quite enjoys . Nor
did she see coherence over a longer period partly because her

own world was

GXG June 1992</p><p>Dear
,</p>CPRW/SCW collaboration over new golf courses<p>Thank you for

your interesting

A47 normally only dreamt about ,
while a group of colleagues over whose meeting he was to preside

gazed at an empty

CLL tried and tested by the authors
and their colleagues over a number of years before reaching its

present form

H0S <p>With the vast expansion in
library collections over the past 20 years , library

professionals have had

GWN examples of matters supported by
the Select Committee over the last few years and now set out in

the Maastricht

CJG specialist teacher who is able to
facilitate communication over matters that a sensitive child or

adolescent may

EA3 writing and its ability to facilitate
communication over distance and to large numbers . With

articles and

F9V the storage function which
permits communication over time and space , and the second is

that which ` shifts
CLH support for signing as part of over oral methods , though their study was
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Total Communication relatively

K4V deliver the bad 4.50pm motoring
news to commuters over his portable phone . Which at least

finds a justification

A7F Cassons need to seek advice form
the utility companies over tariffs , rates and off-peak usage . In

the meantime

G31 ex-Manorians returning to enjoy
one another 's company over a good meal . Two members in

particular had a splendid

GVG company charges since charges
created by a company over its assets are treated differently from

charges over

GVG legal or equitable charge created
by the company over its assets . Similarly , if debts due to

the company

HP3 tribunal for a single or periodic
award of compensation over and above the salary he is already

earning . The

EF3 cases the State responsible had
exclusive competence over the territory from where harm was

caused to another

EAA proceed who will be responsible
for what . Competition over leadership roles surfaces . Promotion

of the self

K54 come to the town on business
.</p><p>A complaint over parking space led to the discovery

that no planning

K54 seriously disrupted -- we have
had similar complaints over many years , ' said Coun Robinson

.</p><p>Supt Alan

EVK Legislation has increased in
volume and complexity over the years . M.P.s may lack the

necessary expertise

B2D days a week . Therefore ,
exposure to concentrations over and above the TLV may be permitted

where the number

BLY ` Operation Feed Yourself ' ,
Botswana 's concern over water resources and the concept ` One

Nigeria ' are

HJ9 on our atmosphere , long before
today 's concern over environmental issues .</p><p>The

Library also holds

CHT the re-entry programme or
proposed job . Concern over the changes in lifestyle to undertake

the job . Awareness

B0W anxiety about case loads was
accompanied by a concern over the provision of ` cover ' together

with some concern

G1J modem times -- is that there is
considerable concern over the ambiguities and lack of clear

codification in

HJ1 more monies need to be spent ,
government concern over demand-led expenditure has

increased .</p><p>The

CAR He was to express the presbytery
's grave concern over certain aspects of the handling of

these cases and

EEC the end of the war , was ` causing
grave concern over the whole of the country '

.</p><p>More frequent

HP2 and governmental circles there
was great concern over this : apart from the dangers involved

, it meant

G1J disposed of . The same month
saw growing concern over the water industry , subsequently

privatised , because of

HJ1 Area : UNKNOWN<p>An
important element in concern over environmental degradation in Africa

is the effects
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HP2 is part of the explanation for
increased concern over wastage of talent .</p><p>Others

shared this concern

FP4 shown in table 8.1 . Indeed ,
while there is concern over the long-term effects of population

losses from northern

AL5 will be conducted against a
background of concern over high Government borrowing and

pressure from the Tory

GXG Whilst this removal is extremely
welcome , our concern over the efficacy of the clutch of up-

grading schemes

EEN rights . In England there was a
particular concern over the effects of housing conditions in

creating the

GXG dredged aggregates<p>There is
growing public concern over the effects of dredging marine

aggregates . In the

GXG dredged aggregates<p>There is
growing public concern over the effects of dredging marine

aggregates . In the

CLW , namely those of
underachievement , the concern over indiscipline , and the need for social

integration

HPM compared with those from the
description condition over the same five seconds . When this

was done it was

EEN marriage bed to insert the sponge
or to draw the condom over the ` burning machine ' , seems

unlikely to have

B23 : as one head put it , ` There could
be conflict over the next ten years as the governing

bodies try to

CS3 organized expressions of
discontent broaden . Conflicts over collective consumption facilities and

services provided

FAY complexities of urban power
relations and conflicts over resources have produced important

insights into the

F9G Tyne in the nineteenth century
involved conflicts over land , or rather in this instance water ,

rights

CBC is ripe for a show-down or a
major confrontation over money matters . But elsewhere the

planets are smiling

BNG example a teacher observes the
child 's confusion over the invariance of number

.</p>Example 2<p>Jonathan

EV4 confusion over nomenclature
betrays a deeper confusion over aims in relation to writing . The

Bullock report

HJ9 that the extremes of page lengths
indicate confusion over the objectives set for the journal ,

between the

ADG sense of vulnerability to rape , or
just confusion over whether having breasts and thighs

means you are always

ADG what I was really talking about
was my confusion over what I want , what I like and what I

do n't like

HPU diffuseness was paralleled by a
marked degree of confusion over the appropriate research methods to

use in empirical

CRW state has inevitably suffered from
some confusion over whether it is primarily directed at

helping families

CRS of EP and parents were reflected
in the confusion over what had been decided at that

meeting . The EP wrote
G05 traffic problem should be met ` over purpose , without timidity over means
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without confusion , and above

CS3 and the battles between presidents
and Congresses over the structure of the machine in the

USA , illustrate

CMU years , is that we have never
achieved consensus over what an appropriate early years

curriculum should

G0D heralded a deep split within the
medico-moral consensus over the regulation of sexuality , fracturing

the earlier

EEN and the continuing concern of
moral conservatives over the flood of unexpurgated literature ,

street ballads

AN5 teachers who taught were not
subject to legal constraint over curriculum content . Little changed

until the mid-1980s

EDH aspects of my world which
exercise similar constraints over my behaviour . Having bought my car

, if I want to

CJG resource situations . These
include consultations over timetables , planning the inclusion of

additional

G1F 1988 Education Act and to
undertake consultations over school reorganization

.</p><p>There were three specific

CJ9 way that they have had to worry
about contraception over the years , men often do n't see it as

an issue for

HPL
be provided to
Mechanical/Electrical
Contractors

over this period as they carry out final
installation

CMK you improve your pension by
making contributions over and above the statutory national

insurance contributions

FBH empowerment has also begun to
identify ` control over destiny ' as a broad-based variable

that may enhance

G2T . Toddlers take no pleasure in
achieving control over their parents ; they understand that

this is not

CCV the learner to make sense of and
acquire control over language and the power it can have ;

e ) a constant

FAN acknowledged , but the younger
group retained actual control over their organisation and this dichotomy

persisted throughout

ANS children will characteristically
have better control over features of written language such as

spelling when

CS3 claims to detect clear evidence of
capitalist control over both popular and elite opinion-

making agencies ,

FPR action , has sought to maintain
centralized control over any militant activity . Localized

strikes have not

ASY aspect of the new movement
towards centralized control over education , aimed towards stripping

Local Authorities

ECB whenever the need arises and we
have complete control over them and how much we save

depending on the particular

HXY standard perfect form but less
than complete control over its function . " Such speakers may

make overgeneralisations

GWN of Parliament exercises the
constitutional control over the minister in the Council which is

exercised by
GVH management of litigation , that is over the progress of cases , should be
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court control introduced . Courts

EBM The requirement of leave gives
the court control over the proceedings from the very start ,

and because

EEN <p>A second result was to
weaken customary control over pre-marital sexual relations and in the

context of

J6R landlord will have no need to
retain day-to-day control over it and any necessary restrictions can

be imposed

G3D progressively lost so that there is
decreased control over use and over associated behaviour .

There is decreased

G1H American mechanisms for
exercising democratic control over the police ( i.e. influencing their

policies and

FB5 below ' workers could struggle
for democratic control over the particular enterprises which

employ them , breaking

GXJ at making decisions . remove
local direct control over spending and lead to reduced public

accountability

C8R , has been jealous to maintain
exclusive control over its own affairs , as determined by the

House itself

H88 organisation . Instead of retaining
exclusive control over classroom resources , Rick showed

pupils where equipment

FSS he has manifested an intention to
exercise control over the [ premises ] and the things which

may be upon

B2A treasurer would have argued that
financial control over the hospital remained with the

traditional departmental

F9S however , there was increasing
pressure for control over immigration . Acts of 1962 , 1968

and 1971 restricted

F9W talk metalinguistically . They can
also gain control over their material through the productive

learning strategy

FB5 , a left government could attempt
to gain control over the deployment of investment funds ,

in particular

CDU accelerated other trends which
increased government control over such alternative power focuses as the

trade unions

HPX a formal opportunity to exercise
greater control over the conduct of a school . As things

stand , they

CMU system in which schools will
have greater control over resources and the setting of priorities

for their

B2A interventions .</p><p>The fact
of greater control over the activities of the NHS may also

improve the prospects

CMU to change as the governors
receive greater control over school based resources and the power

to make more

CFE will enhance old people 's rights
to greater control over their own lives . The code of practice

Home Life

HXE land . ( The presumption that the
owner had control over items on the land would , however ,

be rebutted where

F9S skills . The white , male
mechanics thus had control over the women , since the female

machinists were dependent

EVK party loyalty .</p><p>2 . The
Government has control over the Parliamentary time-table and can

curtail discussion
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HUB situation and Portia is also .
Portia has control over her men because of her power and

beauty , and even

FPJ and circumstances in which they
could have control over their own lives and education . The

system was seen

B23 delegated budgets , however , will
now have control over setting the total number of staff at the

school ;

FST being alone means that they
themselves have control over their ( albeit limited ) resources . This

control

F9S husbands are more likely than
wives to have control over the use of the family car , if a car is

shared by

CM5 that because it involves such a lot
, having control over your own body , again you know ,

abortion raises

GVD appointed Heads of Department
with immediate control over the distribution of resources .

Particular fields

ANS attainment target 3 is marked by :
increasing control over the structure and organisation of

different types

EB2 there was in Morgan . The issue
of judicial control over juries with a view to pre-empting

decisions of fact

A0K power and is primarily concerned
to keep control over a materially disadvantaged underclass

, then these

EBM marginal importance ) of
exercising legal control over the pursuit of governmental aims and

policies . This

FA6 course , students felt that they had
little control over their learning .</p><p>To say that

physics and physical

FAM . For the most part the school has
little control over these types of evaluation so we will

consider the

G0R workers , the individual members
having little control over their work .</p><p>Thirdly ,

research is largely

EG0 and the women their dependants .
They lose control over both the revenue and the expenditure

, often with

CRU re-establishment , albeit in a
modified form , of male control over one area of female sexuality and

thereby indirectly

FP2 later discussion will note that
management control over their terms casts doubt on the extent

to which they

HXT was the need to assert greater
managerial control over their activities , by making doctors

participate

K54 landlords better security of tenure
and more control over their pubs .</p><p>But landlords

say they have sent

HXT modest service improvements and
getting more control over the quality of care provided to their

residents by

GXF perform more productively if they
have more control over their environment . Other studies 6

suggest that

CRT and had in fact helped them to
take more control over their lives ' .</p><p>The

International Committee

GUW reforms that would give the
individual mother control over her ` conditions of work ' and ` her

product ' .
ALH place in my life that I had over &hellip; and I was happy about it
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absolutely no control .</p><p>Suddenly

FED hemisphere . However , they
exercised no control over their subjects ' processing . Beaumont

and Rugg (

HAJ court listing procedures . The
client has no control over these factors and yet for the duration

of the case

CEE , read , ` I 'm terrified that I have
no control over events , over other people , over

myself . Everything

FAM tested are thus powerless , since
they have no control over the measures used and are not in a

position to dispute

B2A required to pay for such flows
whilst having no control over them ( Brazier , 1986 & 1987 ;

Mullen , 1986 ) .

G3M company official who exercised
little or no control over the day-to-day running of the

premises , or was the

F9S considerable autonomy . She has
a fair amount of control over her work ; ` being one 's own boss '

was a phrase

G3D be shown that they do have the
choice of control over their thoughts and actions even

though awareness

CG6 advantage of establishing a high
degree of control over the target utterance and , if the child

is co-operating

CLW through which workers exercise
some ` degree of control over their labour market , it is important to

acknowledge

FBC while still ensuring a reasonable
degree of control over the way sentencers exercise their

discretion , would

GVD innovations , from training and
from the degree of control over their work which has been

consciously left with them

GWN would wish to exercise a greater
degree of control over the exercise of original legislative

power by the

C8R functions and one of these , the
exercise of control over the Executive , is of fundamental

importance to the

GU6 in the way of guidance as to the
extent of control over the conditions of jurisdiction . The

dilemma is evident

EBR government employees found that
the factor of control over work methods consistently emerged

as most closely

H9F political sense ) , ` extending to
issues of control over work and production ' ; while another

study ( Gallie

FP2 communities affected by it suffer
a lack of control over the conditions which determine how

they live their

FST benefits are delayed or lost ; the
lack of control over income as more and more direct

deductions are made

J76 was unable to do so because of
his lack of control over the child . The court has to decide

what standard

CLW working-class children are given
linguistic means of control over the disciplines of the curriculum , and

situations

ECB offering services it also involved
a measure of control over those who were the recipients of

those services .

EDL must be able to exercise some
measure of control over the cases which are brought before it ,

to prevent
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FRT individual can have a substantial
measure of control over his own working life compulsorily

delegated to an

G0R studied ; to have a legitimate
measure of control over the pace and the methods of study ; to

be able to

G3M is to give a licensing board a
measure of control over licensed premises during the currency

of a three

G3D starvation as his or her prime
method of control over emotions and relationships , may

have episodes of

F9G to get rid of this administrative
mode of control over labour and material resources is often

, but not

EDH complete personal control . )
These rights of control over one 's own possessions are valued

rights -- we would

FP2 society . Similarly , ultimate
rights of control over the company are legally vested in the

shareholders

FAU Planning Acts 1947 and 1971
place official control over the use to which land and property

are put . Control

CHL concentration , involving an
oligopolistic control over product supply frequently

accompanied by a franchise

FA1 The field man exerts substantial
personal control over the handling and disposal of any case

. The preservation

GVG the creditor or which give him
possessory control over assets of the debtor company ,

nevertheless act as

CS3 consists of maintaining an
impression of public control over the state apparatus as a whole , and

developing slogans

HTK discussions about relinquishing or
reducing control over any aspects of the work its procedures

were designed

FRG the fieldworker by definition
relinquishes control over choice of subject .</p><p>The

problem of social role

ASK rationality , and yet that he
wanted to retain control over his fate . Clearly , there comes a point

when these

EDK assimilation , alongside a
generally rigid control over behaviour ( Siegel 1970 ) . Most

religions take a

A0K intellectual debate , they strive to
impose rigid control over a system of preferred rules and

regulations to negate

FE3 in Philips v. Bury , Holt K.B .
715 , some control over the exercise of jurisdiction was well

recognised

F9T life situation . They had exercised
some control over how they worked and what aspects of

the investigation

EVK a new " upper chamber " should
have some control over financial matters .</p>THE POLICE

AND THE PUBLIC

ASY Liberty that State schools , with a
State control over the curriculum , would be simply a

means of producing

CRW legal concepts designed to
facilitate state control over family life , and those designed to

protect the family

CS3 politics , and defined it as `
intensified state control over every sphere of socio-economic life

combined with
EDH capital ' performed by those with over the enterprise and significant control (
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strategic control directly

FSS particular case that the occupier
had such control over the licensee or over the circumstances

which made

FA1 , particularly industrialists , have
such control over their manufacturing and treatment

processes that

EB2 minimal and can not be regarded
as a sufficient control over the managers of large public

companies .</p><p>Others

FP2 and at what price . Our
conclusion was that control over these matters is not located entirely in

the market

CBC muddier and they do n't have
anything like the control over the spacing of the canes .

'</p><p>The paperweights

CMS characteristic of professionals is
their control over the client . He substitutes an

alternative , indeed

FA1 While the agencies maintained
almost total control over the enforcement of standards , a

control which could

EE8 patients should , however , retain
ultimate control over their care and their primary nurse will

often facilitate

FPJ in denied young disabled people
the very control over their own lives and education they

were intended

CRU country which fails to provide
adequate controls over the behaviour of the nation 's youth .

The strand

HXT Griffiths 1988 )
.</p><p>Further formal controls over clinicians were given to managers ,

but in addition

CDU twenty years have seen a steady
increase in controls over the mass media , either by

government takeover or

EB2 . Similarly , the objectives of
judicial controls over the terms of contracts in the name of

fairness and

A6G 1947 reflects the short-lived
abolition of controls over access to dollars in that year

.</p><p>The scale

HP2 Britain , so too did the growing
battery of controls over licensing hours , house rents ,

rationing and information

J16 rise led to the introduction of
special controls over caravan sites ( by Part I of the

Caravan Sites and

FSS marks and patents , and of the
statutory controls over restrictive trading agreements and

monopolies , which

GU6 for that of the public body .
Hence the controls over the substantive ends which can be

pursued by an administrative

ABP Act of 1985 , considerably
strengthens the controls over the auditing of company accounts and

the form of

EB2 standard doctrinal arguments the
explicit controversies over the right and feasible structure of

society ' .</p>

K5C
important thing of all
.</p><p>The recent
controversies

over both the Maastricht amendment and
Workfare serve

HCC beyond description is to interpret
. Controversy over the use of case studies particularly

hinges on how
J14 However , there has been over the meaning of the link between
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considerable controversy events and depression

HJ0 Wildlife and Countryside Act has
fuelled controversy over the kinds and quantities of species

and habitats

EEC Hailsham by way of judicial
review . The controversy over the levels of remuneration for legal

aid work , added

EEC deeply held opinions , as shown
in the controversy over the provisions in the 1967 Act which

had made the

EEN misreading of the evidence is
apparent in the controversy over the alleged lack of prudence of the

working class

CM5 together with TV -- predominated
in conversation over issues connected with work . Money

was important

HPM Junction 7 . Nonetheless , the
pattern of correlations over the ten junctions is extremely similar

to that obtained

CR5 negotiating with the Scottish
Office and Orkney Council over the subsequent legal and

administrative costs of

CE1 a measured ` confrontation ' with
the counsellee over such matters .</p><p>Without this ,

it can be all

EC2 countries and prevalence in 20
advanced-economy countries over periods between 1970 and 1986 . In

their second report

CMK T:0252 544484 . Godwins , who
started running courses over 12 years ago , are among the best

known independent

J0W home again -- this time to a flat in
Farley Court over Baker Street station , close to the

London Planetarium

EAJ of Parliament as ` the highest and
greatest court over which none other can have

jurisdiction in the kingdom

FE3 as opposed to appellate ,
jurisdiction of the High Court over the visitor . It has long been held that

the writs

J78 newspapers in Britain committed
contempt of court over the arrest of " Yorkshire Ripper "

Peter Sutcliffe

CR5 given leave to take their local
authority to court over the contracts . And home owners in

Tameside , Gloucester

J2B spreading their contribution in
annual covenants over 20 years .</p><p>In 1990 , many

took advantage of

HPN relate to the very small areas of
sedimentary cover over certain parts of the crystalline

basement in this

CS1 and 6 , which obtained fairly
intensive coverage over a five-day period in the popular

dailies . The only

CS1 murder of a 3-year-old girl
received massive coverage over an eight-day period and then

spasmodic coverage over

CS1 over an eight-day period and then
spasmodic coverage over the next seven weeks until a 27-year-

old man was

CHL crime .</p>A growing awareness
of corporate crime <p> Over forty years ago , Sutherland 's ( 1940 ,

1945 , 1949

B24 Liverpool Daily Post , 1931
)<p>There were criticisms over police costs that spread beyond the

question of police

EG0 everybody rushes to the model ,
holding their cups over the plan . A huddle gathers round one

street where
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B28 carefully how they intend to
create a balanced curriculum over weeks and months .</p>Patterns of

timing<p>It is

GX9 provided until the problems were
resolved and the cut over completed on the next weekend .

When the 820 was

HPP Takaka Hill and the same down .
A challenge to cycle over , maybe for my next visit

!</p><p>We liked the motor

B3A approval of the Director ; m )
transfer commercial data over Janet ; n ) use Computer Services

facilities for

FR4 <p>It is difficult to provide any
comparable data over the last thirty years and though the

general impression

AS6 would be if there were available
victimization data over a long period . Such data is available

for the United

HBM NCVQ ) and a variety of
awarding bodies . To date over 200 SVQs have been accredited ,

with a further 500

K9A were playing non stop bridge for
11 hours per day over four days . It is mentally and

physically tiring

K5C For a lot of the mums it 's a
chance to do the day over again . '</p><p>But how many

Sixties and Seventies

HJ1 disagreement is , in fact , an `
informal ' debate over policy . It is this debate , and the

kinds of information

FBJ overlooked aspect of English
confiscation law . Debate over the far-reaching consequences of the

attempted confiscation

HPU field had for some time been
engaged in a debate over the importance of acquired and

inherited personality

FS6 central and local levels
.</p><p>The full debate over the relationship of the economy to

public spending

G0R has formed a key element in the
historical debate over the idea of higher education . Or ,

rather , over

EF3 Convention on the Law of
Treaties there was much debate over the inclusion and wording of any

exceptions to the

ANA and Leonard Arthur cases began a
national debate over the ` right to live ' issue which

continues today

AN9 little public involvement . With
the national debate over the proposals to privatize the

electricity industry

G0D colleague Arthur Newsholme and
in growing public debate over national health in Parliament and the

press . At

CHT
finance and manpower
realistically . '</p><p>The
debate

over Project 2000 's cost and manpower
implications has

CRU back of the traditional nuclear
family . The debate over the family , its constitution and its

role , forms

FBJ ( see [ 1987 ] Crim.L.R. 153 )
.</p><p>The debate over the Aggravating Vehicle-Taking Bill

is different

FPR over the issue of access to
farmland . The debate over recreation and access in the

countryside therefore

HXF twentieth-century Britain seemed
to be overshadowed by the debate over empathy . As the following brief

extract from a newspaper
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ECE decades . This concern has been
manifest in the debate over intergenerational conflict about

access to resources

EEN as long as work relationships
were secured . In the debate over the great Commissions of Inquiry of

the 1830s and

GUW activist , was scornful in her
assessment of the debate over the link between women 's

employment and infant mortality

G0R is entirely in keeping with the
theoretical debate over academic freedom which we find in

the literature

F9S black children as educational
failures . This debate over the education of black children is

reminiscent of

G0D illustrated a major bone of
contention in early debates over sex teaching : Miss

Outram</p><p>&hellip; I should

EEN of the field of sexuality : in
relation to debates over population , in its construction as an

area of specialised

G0D scientific knowledges and the
much broader public debates over national efficiency and imperial

survival . From

G0D attention to sex and incite
immorality . In the debates over proposed changes to the criminal law

, politicians

FD3 been procured by the undue
influence of the debtor over the surety and whether or not the

surety has a proper

AN9 history . In fact , a series of
unexpected decisions over which Michael Barnes had no direct

control meant

A7F the first six months of this year , a
17% decrease over the same period last year

.</p><p>But the PHLS warned

G0D principle governing sexuality .
State medicine 's defeat over the Contagious Diseases Acts

effectively heralded

CBC if they choose .</p><p>Sitters
are most in demand over Christmas and school holidays . It is

wise to book

HJ2 figures about each of the major
central departments over the years since 1972 , including such

items as budget

H8U resulted in major changes in soil
quality and depth over the last few thousand years . Much of

this material

CBH suffering and experiences
depression and despair over his inadequate ability to put right

their wrongs

HPM arousing life events are
remembered in surprising detail over very considerable retention intervals

.</p><p>If

G3D recovery .</p><p>Third , the
gradual detoxification over a period of ten days , in order to avoid

common withdrawal

HTE wide range of aspects of world
economic development over the past 500 years . Honours in

Economic and Social

HJ2 studies the genesis of the role , its
development over time in response in different and

changing environments

CE1 to determine the pattern of his
unique development over time . Each life decision is to some

extent irrevocable

FRT and the Government has been
changed by developments over the last twenty years and especially

over the last
CKP been enlarged by social and over the course of this century ' . The
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economic developments argument that

G0R sheet , rather than engaging in a
critical dialogue over the educational effectiveness of

courses . There

ALP for an in depth examination of the
drinking diaries over the last five weeks -- identifying the

risky circumstances

CS3 analysed in turn . There are
considerable differences over the interpretation of the three

methodological practices

EEC Government supporters would
make no difficulties over the fact that the Criminal Justice Bill ,

as introduced

HTK approaching the CNAA had to do
in part with difficulties over validation by universities --

particularly those

FS6 examination .</p><p>The new
Bill reflects the dilemma over protecting the children , the

difficulties in obtaining

HJA the Curator , and the Business
Development Director over all of our promotional activities . It

may be possible

HB5 claim has been accepted but there
is disagreement over the amount due to you , the matter

will be passed

HB5 claim has been accepted but there
is disagreement over the amount due to you , the matter

will be passed

FB5 analysed by Hindess runs deeper
than disagreement over policy . The ` middle class ' activists

did not necessarily

G0R only across disciplines but also
within a discipline over time . This means that our

assessments of what is

FP2 factor combinations , has the
effect that discretion over production methods is also ruled out .

Where the

HJ1 questions of considerable
importance as discussion over the last 15 years has shown . This

study , which

FPR paradox underlies much of the
contentious discussion over whether the English village has or has

not suffered

B23 and so on . It will be interesting
to see how discussions over ` efficiency ' in schools develop and

whether they

HP2 sum of many domestic
expansions . The discussions over the Mutual Aid Agreement in early

1942 fully recognised

K4V Malcolm Archer was punched
and kicked in a dispute over the sale of the stall he had bought

.</p><p>When

J75 of which at least two must have
involved a dispute over liability .</p><p>( ii ) What

provisions are there

EDH groups as classes . There is
considerable dispute over the precise definition of this term ,

but we shall

ARC worked unsuccessfully against
Wilson in the dispute over the succession to the leadership in

1963 . After

B23 works and maintenance -- though
there may be disputes over what constitutes wear and tear and

what is structural

CM5 patriarchal ' . While all disciplines
have disputes over what constitutes worthwhile and well-

founded knowledge

GUW schools parallelled nineteenth-
century divisions over the appropriate curriculum for girls .

Sara Burstall
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CLN . Although initially the visit
revived divisions over attitudes to Garrison and his ideas , so

great was

B2A , at least in theory , the tight grip
of doctors over the NHS as an organisation . (

Pettigrew , McKee

FYW and , finally , the powerful
influence of doctors over the lives of the chronically disabled

would inevitably

CS3 communism established an
immense ideological dominance over revolutionary Marxists , especially as

other European

CJ1 choice and their right to be free
from domination over a wide range of matters , such as

residence , work

ALP committees , and how complete is
their domination over resources ) , the influence of the

client representatives

AN9 dinghies , the crew refused to stop
dropping the drums over the side . Often they would hit the

water perilously

CBC apart .</p><p>Their first battle
began in earnest over the heir own children

.</p><p>Diana , revealing her

EDH experience radically unequal
patterns of earnings over the span of their working lives as

employees . For

J79 example , an estate contract , a
grant of easements over registered land , a lease or agreement

for a lease

J0U the pricing decision across many
Western economies over several decades has been the

tendency for firms ,

GXG million of wages annually into
the local economy over its proposed ten year life . It believes

the site

B12 the authorities had increased
spending on education over the last few years , so that qualified

teachers are

HJ1 The programme tests the stability
of school effects over time , and considers to what extent

they are related

K4V handicapped people is an
inspiration . His untiring efforts over a 27-year period include developing

services for

CS3 administration and the control it
gives party elites over the state machine have all contributed

to the degree

J6N week 's pay for each year of
continuous employment over the age of 40 up to 65 for a man and

60 for a woman

FB5 services ' showing an accelerating
growth of employment over the period .</p><p>Following the

trends further ,

GVD there was imbalanced modular
provision and enrolment over the academic year . Most strikingly ,

fully 57 per cent

HTV which involves the establishment
of an enterprise over which the parent company exercises

decisive management

FTY particular service or project
development . Euphoria over SHARPEN priorities should perhaps

be tempered . After

CBC money , housing and difficulties
with an ex-partner over the children .</p><p>Besides , Anne

is recognised

FP2 increase in the salary and bonus
of the chief executive over a two year period of less than 10

cents , and share
FST residual income . It is also the over which a mother is most likely to exert
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item of expenditure control .

FP4 the changes are expressed in
terms of experience over a lifetime . In the pre-war world

which informed

J75 expected to supply details of
relevant experience over the previous five years , and to have

attended a

J14 accurate information about events
and experiences over a period of twenty years or more . If

adults are

HTD research rating of 4 . The
department has expertise over a wide range of philosophical

subjects , ranging

HCT Mechanical engineering sector
with a 13% rise in exports over the 1989 level . Even more

impressive results were

CLL related to Parts 1 and 2
.</p>Optional extras <p> Over to you ! sections at the end of every

issue offer

HHY ; and , in order to evaluate the
primacy of face over voice , the onset of each will be

varied .</p>Award

H9F Europe seems likely to be a major
political factor over the medium-term future , but it is far

from being

EB2 or involuntary movement but the
range of factors over which one has no control is obviously

wider than

B1T interchangeable parts &hellip; the
predominance of factory over the workshop as the unit of

production &hellip; the

FBC system , and the reasons for the
continuing failure over the years to subject it to more

effective control

CLN emancipation . The slave-owners
had acted in bad faith over amelioration ; there were so few

exceptions to the

CS1 e.g. NEW ATTACK BY FREED
SEX PEST ; VILLAGE IN FEAR OVER SEX BEAST ; CHILD SEX BEAST

JAILED ; GIRLS ' BEDROOM

ALP referrals account for nearly all the
excess of female over male referrals . Examination of

outcome , furthermore

ECE there have been significant
decreases in fertility over the same period . In 1900 the crude

fertility rate

FP4 is primarily due to the falling
trend in fertility over this century which has reduced the

proportion in

EV3 biological surveys ( e.g.
comparisons of a field over passing years , investigations of

pollution at the

G3P hot summers together playing
rounders on the field over the railway line and helping with the

donkey-rides

FAD the degree of control exerted by
the fieldworker over the speech-exchange is the guiding

principle , and

FR5 would leave tab-ends on purpose
and there were fights over who would have them . It 's

degrading . We rolled

HPM closely to the distribution of
actual accident figures over the same distance . GSR as a measure

can , of course

CF4 Code of Practice . In the wake of
a media flare-up over community advice agencies refusing

to advise National

J0W period and there was no point in
staying in a flat over a shop that did n't exist any more .

The mental torture
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HJ0 negotiations ; ( ii ) examines both
fluctuations over time in employment , hours and

productivity and the

CS3 slowly . Some Western Marxists
left the Communist fold over the suppression of the Hungarian

uprising in 1956

FAK However , the actual reproduction
or modernist form over the last century and a half has

revealed exactly

FED associated with increased
amplitude of the wave form over the right but not the left hemisphere

.</p><p>Recent

CRU involving increasingly less
regulation and less formality over rules of conduct , a relaxation in

standards that

B32 change in the treatment of mental
illness or frailty over the last few years . If you are in any

doubt , ask

AN5 are concerned , although teachers
will have freedom over how they teach the National

Curriculum .</p><p>Teachers

C8Y although care must be taken not
to cause friction over this or anything else which may sour

the family gathering

EG0 There she was , wearing a mac , a
crimplene frock over her body which just seemed to hang

like a cheese

K5L his efforts to achieve a united
opposition front over constitutional reform .</p><p>Mr

Wallace believes

HJ0 varying changes in the real price
of different fuels over the 1970s and early 1980s and by the

question as to

B12 per cent in 1985 . These
restrictions on funding over the decade have begun to put pressure

on the relatively

HJ0 Industry and Employment
Committee committed funds over a three year period for an initiative in

New Technology

FU7 hotels and the South of France .
There was the glance over the shoulder now and again to make

sure they kept

HXG moments at which she showed
herself , in the glass over the mantel , a face positively pale

with the irritation

APE long-standing divisions in the
party and government over the correct approach to Europe --

divisions that

C8R control by any of the organs of
central government over the administration of the devolved

powers , then

ADW
government with their
willingness to exercise
government

over Awjla and Jalu ? ' Only some Suwaya
were interested

CHL objective pursued dogmatically
by all governments over the last fifteen years -- it was

necessary to depend

K5L , perhaps , as successive
Westminster governments over many years have allowed England 's

once great salmon

B28 average class size of 18 , or a
stable class group over the primary/secondary range , or a

single class teacher

J14 months preceding their illness as
the comparison group over the same period . There were no

group differences

CS0 authority or threatening the
harmony of the group over which he presides . Such sinful deeds

include disrespectful
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CHL victories of one interest or allied
interest groups over others , and none of these may

necessarily be identical

HCT blip in 1988 this industry has
shown steady growth over the last five years and is now firmly

established

K4V the Communiy Forest nearby and
monitor their growth over several years .</p><p>Andrew

Bowden and Ben Fawcett

G3P long grasses and bushes . She
pulled the sheet half over her head , to be ready to jump out ,

and she waited

FP2 efficiency demands that the
contributors of capital ` hand over the management of the company 's

affairs to a smaller

HPL Vacant the inside of the Pumping
Station and hand over to the Engineer the righ to allocate

access periods

EX5 the quiet , reserved , studious girl
falls " head over heels ' in love with the most

outrageous extrovert

CBC security thrills in Cleared For
Takeoff and Head Over Heels with Jackie Morrison and Ian

Embleton ( left

CLY family priest . In my first ten
years of headship over 100 families used the service which

the school provided

K54 anniversary two years ago but has
dragged its heels over putting it on any agenda . A bit of

forward planning

FU3 support of mob rule against
fascism reached its height over the huge Olympia meeting held by

Mosley in 1934 .

BML or the current number of The
Dandy has such a hold over their child . It is clear that the stories

are meeting

G05 by-law and planning control .
Together with the hold over council housing , it could be said that

there was

FCD receiver to a receiver appointed
by debenture holders over property of a company formed and

registered under

HJY Courses Consist Of ?<p>The
work is to be done at home over a period of about nine months . But

you will also

EBR and I wait till they go to bed to
put the hoover over this room and polish round . The rest

of the week

CEK American people , ' and of , ` a
victory of hope over fear &hellip; instead of four more

tired old years

G1C Exchequer grant was provided to
tide the hospitals over the emergency . Moreover , people

who covenanted

ALM of time in active work was not
great . 253 hours over a six month period gave a total of

only 8.4 hours

CEK holed up , chummy as you please
, in a country house over the Yuletide hols , quaffing bubbly

and beating their

CR5 of Marketing and well versed at
getting her ideas over to the public .</p><p>` I decided the

changing culture

GXG validity and extent ' of McAlpine
's claimed IDO over 470 acres of the Gwenlais Valley was

heard in Carmarthen

EDK
achieved family size
.</p>Marriage and illegitimacy
<p>

Over 70 per cent of births still occur within
marriage
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CJ9 not understood how HIV
infection can cause illness over such variable periods , when one

person is compared

ECE someone of their age will develop
a serious illness over the next ten years . Only 4 per cent

and 7 per cent

GXJ includes financial provision for
their implementation over the next 5 years and beyond . The `

GREENWAYS ' proposals

CF4 think what our discussion shows
is the importance over the last fifteen years , and particularly

in the

F9S weekly earnings . This represents
an improvement over the situation a few years earlier ,

since in 1970

HAT taking part .</p>Six steps to
quality improvement <p> Over ten months ago , Wood Group

Engineering Contractors

CM5 particular incident brought them
into focus , an incident over which I puzzled , on and off , for a

long time ,

CMK goes up to £40 for every £100 of
your taxable income over £23,700 .</p><p>The different rates

sometimes change

GUV full-time and sandwich courses ,
showed a marked increase over the previous year , of more than 7 per

cent . These

HC3 in business and industry , a 11 per
cent increase over the previous year and the overall

number of outlets

G1J penalty which had the greatest
proportional increase over this period was the fine , roughly

doubling in its

GVY a total which represented a
spectacular increase over 1891 , which had seen the dispatch of

7,130 tons

HJ0 engineer who has collected
information on card indexes over 30 years as a member of the World

Ship Society is

FS6 charge , levied at a flat rate for all
individuals over the age of 18 living in the local

authority area

CEK have made most contribution to
the music industry over the last 25 years featured at a

glittering party

HJ0 project , a selective economic
history of the industry over the last 120 years was compiled (

B/00/23/2070 )

C8R monarch exercising a substantial `
pay-roll ' influence over Parliament itself . More important , it

was subversive

EBR there is the important question of
women 's influence over masculine patterns of criminal and

delinquent behaviour

APE unions had seemed to exercise
excessive influence over the government .</p><p>Civil

liberties have also

CBC '</p><p>Prince Philip has a far
greater influence over his wife than most people realise

.</p><p>She listens

EAA each other and interpret them . If
you have influence over me , I may try to predict what signals

you would

F9S expansion of large towns and
their increasing influence over the countryside surrounding them .

Over 4 million

CM5 potential for some women to
exert indirect influence over the public domain from their power

bases within the
EDH state , and it has exercised a over those outside its own ranks . The
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pervasive influence structuration of

HXW the courts have not exercised a
strong influence over the framework of this relationship

and the common

EWR Bantock at Leicester in 1965 .
Given the influence over the culture and literacy of the

majority of the population

G0D case :</p><p>But how did I try
to get this influence over working men ? I will try and reply in

some detail

FDD persons in a position to exercise
undue influence over the donors , although there has been

no proof of

A6G that would help to offset the
massive US influence over the Latin American countries . The

talks , held on

GVH become a multi-million pound
operation with influence over manufacturers and retailers as well as

those responsible

CN6 De'Ath , 1984 ) . Differing values
and influences over generations of childrearing in the

English speaking

K54 .</p><p>An eye catching layout
, full of interest over a wide range of subjects , well written

and hardly

HJB class , created enormous press
and public interest over the months of the campaign

.</p><p>The press coverage

GXG groups who have fought to
protect their interests over recent years , I assume we are

concerned to see the

HPU provide ill-considered answers to
get the interview over with . This can be especially serious

in the case

CF4 as though anti-racism had become
an important issue over a period of just one year

.</p><p>Amitha : Then the

CLH based on speech to represent and
retain the items over short periods of time . Conrad ( 1971

) has shown

ABP committed at sea , as well as a
civil jurisdiction over shipping and commercial matters .

The law and procedure

FRT that he had no sort of disciplinary
jurisdiction over Her Majesty 's judges , each of whom

, if asked to

FE3 charity , the visitor has an
exclusive jurisdiction over disputes relating to such employment

.</p><p>Those

FCJ the flag state effectively to
exercise jurisdiction over the owners , charterers and operators

of vessels

ABP between them and the King 's
Courts for jurisdiction over ecclesiastical property -- the right to

present a

FDS summary jurisdiction , retains full
jurisdiction over all matters before it until sentence ,

that is ,

FDH circumstances the English court
had no jurisdiction over the defendants in respect of the

subject matter of

EDL relevance of United States in
personam jurisdiction over the person required to produce

evidence , and asserted

J6R arbitrator , the court has a
supervisory jurisdiction over his conduct of the reference . No such

jurisdiction

FA1 catchments gives him a personal
territorial jurisdiction over which he presides . One or two of his

colleagues
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FD8 receives the payment as are
applicable to jurisdiction over the debtor . This would be a wider

test than residence

HD2 allocated to ensure an adequate
supply and choice of land over the Structure Plan period 1984-96 . In

this regard

ASB . The miners owned neither the
buses nor the land over which they travelled . However , this

was how the

FAK superiority and greater
significance of language over other forms of expression

.</p><p>Another difficulty

HAJ but usually four or five different
areas of the law over the two-year period . Most firms are

divided into

HP2 News Chronicle , showed that
there was a Labour lead over the Conservatives of 10% or more .

The Liberal Party

CLH learning , because of the greater
status of the learner over the native user , the first language

intrusion may

ADM narrow lakeside road . Tall beech
trees shed leaves over a disused tennis court , near well-kept

lawns and

G2T the other arm over his chest and
cross the far leg over his near one . Protect the face with

one hand ; grasp

H0S classification the user can search
at a subject level over and above the strict document level

.</p><p>The use

H0P from birth ) can influence child
mortality levels over and beyond the effect caused by

differences between

HBR Christmas cards , gifted to or
collected by the Library over the past 15 years , was used as the

cover for the

HRM distantiation ' : the increasing
spread of social life over space and time . Ethnic groups have

now spread well

EDR out by both the All- weather and
Inshore lifeboats over the years are well documented and ,

as usual , Jeff

C9R dining in the evening , avoid a
single powerful light over the table which will throw an

unnatural shadow on

HCS pipeline , if not already attended
to : -- 1 . The light over No. 6 which has been burning night

and day for 2

FBD next page ; then went back again
to the bottom line over leaf to be quite sure of the last words

; and then

HCG that we possess . Despite
increased teaching loads over the past three years , the School , as a

whole ,

HCT value is offered to the buyer who
repays the loan over several years having paid the exporter

in full .<p>

FPR oppose development , but are
often at loggerheads over the issue of access to farmland . The

debate over

HC3 women involved in the industry ,
enjoying a majority over men in hotel and catering degree

courses and yet

K54 for an investigation into alleged
maladministration over the closure of Hustledown

.</p><p>He said : ` I 'm

GW1 the most gender specific of all
crimes : only a man over 14 can be the actual perpetrator , only

a woman the
G09 . The guv'nor , the mastersmith , over eighty . He were a remarkable man in
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were an old man his way : he

CGD supporting staff in their problems
with management over staff shortages , overtime , and other

organisational

CG6 spectrum of linguistic abilities in
a systematic manner over a relatively short period of time .

However , they

ACJ progressively narrowed this
species of manslaughter over the last century or so : there was a

time when the

AS6 Tottenham to argue that there was
a major question mark over the possibility of assimilating the `

coloured population

HYB at the marvels of human
inventiveness and mastery over the natural world ; as well as

promoting an unprecedented

EG0 philosophy of personal life . Men
believed in mastery over women , keeping them in protective

custody . " We

J14 Thus , if people achieve a fair
degree of mastery over outcomes and have experience in

controlling and manipulating

FCJ in administrative , technical and
social matters over ships flying its flag .</p><p>14 .

Admittedly , the

HJ1 <p>The second aim is to see how
the above measures over the course of a school year . Does

ethnic preference

EW8 " , " all women at the menopause
" and " all men over 50 " . Collectively , that does not

leave many of

GUW per cent of the male workforce ,
20 per cent of all men over the age of twenty earned less than

22/- and 30.6

ADW that account . Household implied
authority -- of men over women , of adults over children , of

the senior adult

HTV urban employers in the Third
World tend to prefer men over women ( Anker and Hein , 1986 ) .

Garnsey and Paukert

A77 the section commanders
continued to tell their men over the vehicle briefing system what they

were to do

HCD introduction and implementation
of theories and methods over which they had little control

.</p><p>I believe that

AN9 that the Pan-Am jumbo jet which
exploded in mid-air over Lockerbie in Scotland in December

1988 , killing

FDD external undue influence . But the
influence of one mind over another is very subtle , and of all

influences religious

APE his ` growing difference ' with the
Prime Minister over ` the increasingly important issue of

Britain 's

GXG <p>In light of the above , we
have some misgivings over the efficacy of some of the

propositions ( 4 ) in

HNW The Director of Studies expressed
strong misgivings over the amount of his time ( he claimed

that it has `

A6S Through monogamy , men
obtained a sexual monopoly over individual women by which they

ensured that the children

F9B certificated notaries enjoy a
statutory monopoly over the drawing up or preparation of the

executor 's

G3P cloudy seas , The road was a
ribbon of moonlight over the purple moor , And the

highwayman came riding</p>
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FD3 Jones would procure his wife to
grant a mortgage over her separate property to secure £1,000

of the debt

K4V others who have spearheaded the
anti-pylons movement over the last year . THE IMPACT Mr

Trevor Graham , one

EVA farther to travel , so that while an
eye movement over 5 degrees is completed after about 60

milliseconds

ACJ Criminal Appeal held that there
must be negligence over and above that which is sufficient to

establish civil

FP2 governments , manifested , for
example , in negotiations over subsidies or in successful attempts to

dilute the

CF4 too traditional and only involved
in negotiations over pay and working conditions . There

were very few

EVA reduce their sleep progressively
to 4.5 hours a night over a period of between six and eight

months . They reduced

FEU papers direct you . To that end , a
body of notes over which you have " sweated blood " is a

pearl beyond

HPK are several masts which have
increased in number over the years and if this application is

granted it could

FP4 has not risen proportionately with
their numbers over the past two decades . Such

calculations are difficult

FA6 superiority of culture over nature
, the objective over the subjective , and the rational over

the emotional

HJ1 mailed questionnaire on three
separate occasions over a two-year period , commencing in

spring 1987 . Smaller

FYW administrators and managers were
seriously at odds over whether the proposed reforms to the

hospital service

B2D and dusty litter which may help
disperse the odour over a wide area , unless dust filters are

installed .

HD2 non-co-operation between the
Authority and The Scottish Office over the question of local government

reorganisation .

AS6 became involved in an altercation
with an officer over a parking ticket . It was alleged that

during the

J6P members is outside the
jurisdiction . A charging order over an individual partner 's share in the

firm may be

GUW ` The gigantic power and
influence of the ovaries over the whole animal economy of woman

' , as Dr Bliss

G09 stuff would n't wear up . You
could hand the overcoat over to your son when you 'd finished with

it ; and he

BNE and while this does not confer
rights of ownership over the information itself , this distinction

may seem

CLL accompany English Today !
1<p>Activity Pack</p> <p> Over 500 activity cards provide a wide

variety of games

FPJ are not to be cured as such .
Despite liberal panic over this new agenda , it represents greater

possibilities

FP9 like in the 1950s ) returns with
the moral panic over the disease AIDS and the sensational

press coverage
EVB of his own errors . Fold or clip over the white card so that the pupil writes
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some blank paper on that ,

CDU Nationalist called for the
Government to take the paper over , and a few MPs supported them , the

Standard was

HJ9 the present study published a total
of 6490 papers over the total period covered . This

produces an average

G1J that courts would be given
powers to bind parents over for the good behaviour of their

children so that

FB5 Pressure from the STUC and the
Scottish Labour Party over the 1960s had helped to channel

considerable regional

ATA so much that the coverage was
favouring one party over another but that it simply did n't relate

to them

FP8 and publicly show their
preferences for one party over others , and hence their willingness to

accept the

A6G his evidence .</p><p>If disputes
within the party over policy and doctrine were one

symptom of Conservative

HPK prepared to supply further
evidence of use of the path over a number of years .</p><p>Yours

faithfullly</p><p>

EA4 General Hospital , Ann Homer
deals with patients over 75 who come in for respite services .

To help identify

GXG ownership , has dramatically
altered shopping patterns over recent years . Perhaps the most

obvious feature of

G1C consistency in individual
authorities ' spending patterns over time despite the variation between

authorities .

FP4 gap , there was an unexplained
excess of men 's pay over women 's pay worth about 30 per cent

of that received

HJ0 full-time nature of the workforce
) and its effect on pay over time .</p><p>This project was part

of the Northern

A01 we can suggest ways of
rescheduling the payments over a longer period . Whatever happens ,

any tax relief

CBR interpretation in the domain of
language pedagogy over recent years . This has had two effects

. On the

FS6 from income support . This
means that all people over pension age who are not in full-rime

work have a

K96 Nicholas Scott expressing anger
severely disabled people over 65 were ineligible for the 1993 Fund .

Scott 's reply

FST first introduced in 1908 for
indigent elderly people over 70 , followed later ( 1925 ) by

contributory state

FS6 changes in the 1970s moved the
provision for people over retirement age towards a wholly

wage-related scheme

CE1 have often been bitterly resented
by many people over the years . This is particularly so for

those involved

B01 there was five years ago that the
ten million people over retirement age are not homogeneous .

Indeed , they

ACH under 14 to care for , but
2,500,000 more people over 60 to provide for , before the last war

. We have

HJ2 in household and housing
circumstances of people over the 1970s will be analysed by their

characteristics
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B01 must give meaning is the
increasing number of people over the age of retirement , especially

those in their

B32 wandering .</p><p>As many as
20 per cent of people over 80 may be suffering from dementia ,

but no accurate

CGD population , perhaps as much as
20 per cent of people over 80 ( Norman , 1987a ) , do experience

mental impairment

CFE these figures increase quite
sharply for old people over 75 , it is still a minority of that

population .

C94 although usually without
symptoms , in one in ten people over the age of forty , and in one in three

over the age

HHY or thought about . Experiments
showed that people over seventy tend to confuse these two

kinds of memory

CF4 and gay men are assumed to
influence young people over their sexuality , whilst heterosexuals

assume themselves

CM5 some of the changes in the
position of young people over the post war period and some of the

ways in which

FB5 rises of 8 per cent and wage rises
of 16 per cent over the six months stored up an acute

problem of squeezed

EVA sleep " rebound " may be of the
order of 50 per cent over baseline levels , although the total

amount of REM

CLN outlook was the result of a fusing
of perceptions over some years about the character and

behaviour of the

CG6 , and an indication of any change
in performance over time .</p>Standardised

scores<p>Standardised scores

FP9 music is made , the record
released , the performance over , but is equally invested in the way in

which it

G1C length of the planning cycle -- to
reduce the period over which government published

spending targets , at least

FP4 Britain fell from about 3.21 to
about 2.56 persons over this period and this decline is

expected to continue

F9B exists for men over 65 or women
over 60 or for persons over normal retiring age in a particular

employment whether

ABP under the age of 16 is void .
Marriages of persons over that age , but under 18 , are

completely valid ;

FA1 prepared to sustain his attempts at
persuasiveness over a long period of time , a matter which

can pose problems

J1X public utilities .</p>Over 100
million pieces <p> Over 100 million pieces of equipment in

the UK are governed

GXG Town centres have grown up
around the market place over many generations . They are , or were

, the main

FPR the local population of ` wanting
to take the place over ' . Where the indicators of a thriving

community

F9T British planes and you never got
many British planes over at night anyway . Mainly , when the

air raids started

FYW employment , social security and
housing policies over the past twenty years . Large numbers

of people have
A0Y scheme . There may be difficulty over the age of 75 . Such schemes are
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obtaining a policy advertised in the

K96 a ` paradox ' or ` tension ' in
government policy over assessments of need and cash limits .

Downward pressure

HJ0 now being prepared to cover
macroeconomic policy over the period 1974 to 1987 . The grant

will finance

EEC the meeting on 7 July 1978
.</p>X<p>Public policy over the three decades separating 1947 and

1979 , represented

CBC player in British , and particularly
Tory , politics over the past two years . He hosted the

meetings where

FP4 important fact of change in the
elderly population over time . As was mentioned earlier , at

the beginning

EEN litigious nature of the pre-
industrial population over sexual matters . In the early

seventeenth century

FP4 <p>Several inputs used in
assessing the population over age 65 ` at risk ' of requiring personal

social services

CKP numbers of married men and
women in the population over 65 and , because men generally marry

women younger

B12 was estimated to be 40 per cent of
the population over the age of fifteen , with a further 15

per cent semi-literate

ECE would indicate that the ageing of
the population over the next decade need not

automatically bring an increase

CKP the shift which has occurred
within the population over statutory retirement-pension age

towards the oldest

FP2 pressure to increase the returns on
their portfolios over very short review periods , turn over

their holdings

FED therefore , electrode leads from
various positions over left and right hemispheres are often

linked to a

CRT 600 prisoners being cooked in
one gigantic iron pot over a blazing fire . The pot was taller than

a man ,

BNE over individuals , power over
organisation , power over adversaries and power over the past ,

present and

BNE over organisation , power over
adversaries and power over the past , present and future , and [

that ] power

EV3 person or the DCSL could
exercise considerable power over a school 's proposal , but it is the

evaluators '

HP2 enforce it -- central bodies had no
direct power over secondary selection . Local authority

initiatives

GW4 which it is impersonal structures
that exercise power over individuals . If modernization is

characterized by

H10 social persons in a hierarchy : If "
A " exerts power over " B " , then the status of " A " is

superordinate

CDU point that the House was being
asked to give power over the press to the presidency , not

merely to its present

GU6 contracts and the like ) , has
increased government power over the individual . Benefits are withheld

for reasons

CS3 that a power relationship exists .
If A has power over B , then A can get B to do something

which she would
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G0T people are those who lay hands
on them and have power over them &hellip; doctors and nurses

.</p><p>Stephani

EA4 the violation by a person or
persons who have power over the life of a dependent .

'</p><p>Within that definition

CRT .</p><p>The practice of giving
some inmates power over others is not unusual in Indian prisons

. As elsewhere

FP2 management . But constraints
usually involve power over only one or a narrow range of

corporate activities

EVK has been argued that any body
which has no power over financial matters is impotent as a

check on the activities

F9S Further , some men play out their
fantasies of power over women through their sexuality in the

form of rape

FPR problems and idiosyncrasies . The
locus of power over village decision-making has therefore

receded from

CLW This places men generally in a
position of power over women , whether at home , at work or

through the

K5L , right reason or none , to his
position of power over a people who have consistently told

him and his party

EE1 sponsored elections which denied
SWAPO outright power over independent Namibia .</p><p>By

the end of the book

FP2 large companies management
frequently possesses power over a wide range of decisions , subject to

constraints

FA1 headquarters has forced field staff
to yield some power over the routine disposal of cases . In the

past the officer

GW4 scenes . Kaiser Wilhelm II had
effective veto power over the awarding of prizes at the annual

Berlin Salon

G3D can compromise with the concept
of powerlessness over mind-altering substances or

behaviours . They have

B23 the school , the governors take on
extensive powers over staffing and responsibilities under

employment law

J78 Government does have certain
direct legal powers over radio and television . In the case of

the BBC , these

GUV for the local authorities ` to
enhance their powers over individual institutions ' by amending

the existing

FBC myth of judicial independence on
sentencing practice over the years has been the extent to which

sentencers

EF3 obligations of the United Nations
Charter take precedence over any conflicting treaty commitments .

It is not clear

AE4 as a reigning monarch , she must
take precedence over his daughters . But her value in his

eyes was that

CRS or disabling condition should not
take precedence over the child 's social , emotional and

cultural needs

FRT that religious affinity should not
take precedence over ability in the appointment of judges

and , said The

B33 remember that the needs of the
patient take precedence over the needs of the learner . Clinical

teaching with
CDU newspapers were in Dar es over , for example , the building of
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Salaam ) should take precedence satellite radio stations

FRG groupings even suggests that sex
should take precedence over class as the major speaker variable ;

she remarks

G20 development certificates , and
would thus take precedence over the new towns .</p>An adjustment

of the rate support

EA4 the relative power of the carer to
take precedence over the plight of the older person . A

disclosure can

B12 boys ' schools has historically
taken precedence over building girls ' schools .</p><p>It is

not just discrepancies

G05 concerned with population and
household predictions over the period to 1981 and the

possibilities that existed

CBR second meaning should be given
pedagogic preference over the first . Here too there are reasons

for reversing

GVG of a company and accorded a
statutory preference over some or all of the company 's

creditors . The relevance

HXT Bevan had acknowledged the
superiority of prevention over cure , the design of the new system

ensured that

ASY forward to at school . The
superiority of primary over secondary school education lies

mainly in the fact

FCW would be obliged to accord to this
baby a priority over other patients to whom the health

authority owes

EEH not mean that lien creditors are to
have priority over the lessor , merely that article 7 itself

is not

GVG obtaining registration before B ,
he will have priority over B so long as he had no notice , at the

time of purchase

B01 people with disabilities have been
a low priority over many years , and the inadequacy of

provision -- both

FCE was inevitable that they should
receive priority over the Barclays ( Asia ) and West L.B.

allegations ,

CLW strategies with non-educational
criteria taking priority over educational ones . The top four

attributes are each

FPC production for the market , as a
purpose taking priority over any other , is widely evident in each

phase , though

HNW these within the department .
There 's a problem over blackout . ' ( verified note of meeting

)</p><p>They

CR5 David Jones says the government
has a legal problem over the Act 's interpretation . At BASW 's

recent AGM

B30 to normal , although there
remained some problems over her finances , and the legal situation

was not entirely

J28 the NMS has coped with various
structural problems over the years and he says people are

always interested

CS7 managers . The general aim was
to hand these problems over , if only at a conceptual level in the

first instance

K5C rate in January to 30 per cent
.</p> <p>Production over 1992 fell by 9 per cent , compared

with a slump of

HTE and has achieved greater
increases in productivity over the last 25 years than any other

industry . Graduates
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HXT and his furious battles with the
medical profession over implementation , Bevan 's vision of

the health service

HCM aims for the healthy development
of the profession over the coming decade , in the absence

for most of the

ARC had been made available for a
building programme over the next two years , with a further

£18m. to follow

B28 informative and convincing story
of the child 's progress over the years</p><p>to be , in some

measure , celebratory

BPK is a useful guide to an exhibitor 's
own progress over the years and that of his or her rivals .

Of the

GVD . Table 6.2 summarizes major
evaluation projects over the five years from 1982-87 .

Changes in style are

GVG charge is not determined by the
nature of the property over which it is created but rather by the

degree of freedom

G0R academic rights . It would rather
mount a protest over student grants ( probably in the UK

the most generous

CG6 amount of research by
developmental psychologists over the last 30 years . While this is not the

place to

B23 quality of education has received
much publicity over the last few years . The section of the

Education

K54 to offer basic Food Hygiene
Certificates to pupils over 13 .</p><p>Council officers told the

works and health

A0K Concern also continues to be
expressed in some quarters over the increasingly authoritarian

attitudes and methodology

EEH Today , of course , there is a real
question-mark over the importance of negotiability when

cheques are

FPC notably 4 , 5 , 7 and 8 , it deals
with questions over its whole range . In its other chapters ,

while conscious

CBC in the first place . I only have to
go a few quid over and I get snooty letters threatening to

take it off

GXJ bridges carrying the
Edinburgh/Carstairs railway over the Sighthill Bypass and associated

roadworks and

GXJ this bridge and a larger one
carrying the railway over

the new bypass
.</p>JUNCTIONS<p>To provide
access

BPK rest of the mayoral year , and no
doubt a quick rap over the knuckles will soon curb any

tendency the Lord

ASY language . They write as if totally
familiar with raps over the knuckles and old-fashioned

dictation . They write

K3J most obviously in a comparison
of unemployment rates over the last decade .</p><p>While the

proportion of people

ECE predicted 205 per cent increase in
the gerontic ratio over the same period .</p>FOLLOWING

PAGE : FIGURE<p>One

EV3 as a body of facts which have an
objective reality over and above any human knowing of

them . It is therefore

J6P harm that could be done by
appointing a receiver over a professional firm and may be

reluctant to make
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CHT ongoing commitment to honour
the recommendations over pay and conditions of the Nurses ' and

Midwives '

FBC the English penal system does not
have a bad record over ` security ' , in the sense of keeping

prisoners

GXG did not keep adequate , easily
retrievable records over the year , noting how each new

member had been recruited

EDC with patients who had been given
methadone reduction over a relatively long period of time , say

two to three

K4V rallies and against racial
harassment in the region over the coming months , working to

combat the latter

J0U ratio . Aggregating the
microeconomic relationship over all n labour markets yields the

macroeconomic relationship

AP7 the independent influence of
family relationships over the generations , an approach which

has been brought

EVA degenerated . Two of his sisters
and many of his relatives over three generations had died in the

same way , indicating

EVA experiment neither selective
deprivation of Stage 4 or REM over three nights had any measurable

effects on performance

G20 now finding it cheaper to buy the
simpler remedies over the pharmacist 's counter . Dental

charges have also

K5L altogether .</p>Moral fabric in
need of repair <p> OVER the past few days , The Scotsman has

been examining

B2T demolition -- antithesis of the
process of replacement over generations that gives so many

townscapes in Britain

H83 counter-arguments concerning
assessment . Research over the past few years has led me to

observe elsewhere

HJ0 applied . It aims to promote
econometric research over a wide area and its meetings are

supported by researchers

HJ1 This has come about partly as a
result of research over the last 10 years or so into various

forms of involvement

EEK the facts of being married , of
sharing a residence over a long period of time , and of

parenthood . In so far as

HXF involved the movement of
fighting forces and resources over a map on the board . Some like "

Diplomacy " , which

H8U and 93 ) . David Clarke suggested
use of resources over a very wide area by the lake village at

Glastonbury

EVA reaction-time task as when rested
, his pattern of responses over an extended series of trials , with the

experimenter

EB2 shareholders exercised ultimate
control and responsibility over their property , even if the function of

managing

CMK look for is evidence of good ,
consistent results over a period of 10 to 20 years

.</p><p>An important point

HHY may contribute to a decline in
knowledge retention over a long period . We shall also assess

the contribution

FB5 substantial initial costs and will
generate sales revenue over an extended period , so the problem

arises of comparison
FDF family proceedings court can over a care order by making directions in
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keep the power of review relation to

CBC reaction at being accused of
murder was to spit rice over the sergeant reading the charge

.</p><p>Once behind

AN5 primarily the child 's right or the
parents ' rights over upbringing which is being upheld ' .

Although it

FSS unaccompanied by any intention
to exercise any rights over the goods . If I snatch your hat from

your head with

EDH the sense that warriors were able
to claim rights over a local territory and enforce their own

brand of

HTV . Bauxite supply . VALCO got
the monopoly rights over ore which they did not exploit for

marketing reasons

FS6 they wish . The authority is given
parental rights over the child by the court order and

unless this is revoked

FCP the 1981 agreement vested in the
taxpayer rights over intangible property , which rights

could only be

HPP boat . I chose the bus . The
corkscrew mountain road over to Takaka had been recently graded

and smoothed ,

EX5 advantages and disadvantages of
each .</p>A ROOF OVER YOUR HEAD<p>Are you a

stereotypical middle-class

K54 plans for the new financial year
will put a roof over the heads of about 7,000 people . The

funding will

CBC mansion set in 66 acres . It is not
the only roof over his head -- in fact he has never lived

in it .</p>

FUA the monitor to be seen from the
back of the room over rows of heads . The shelf below for

the player needs

CBC first time in what ultimately turns
into a heated row over her close friendship with the Prince

.</p><p>1989

AE4 precisely that peculiar
combination of laisser-faire rule over the kingdom at large , but absolute

personal involvement

K4L experience of these things , it fell
to me to run the rule over them .</p><p>First up is the

Traditional Yorkshire

G09 grandfather next day and he said
:</p><p>` I got the sack over that horse . '</p><p>` Why ?

'</p><p>` He wanted

A0C percentages . ` Rigour ,
dedication , personal sacrifice over 15 long years and a belief in quality

produce earned

HUB world .</p>unreadable
text<p>Apart from the sadness over Arthur 's death there is also a pathos

for the loyal

ABP rule , has by statute been given a
power of sale over such goods . Liens of this kind , being

mere rights

FAF government determined to give
poorer people a larger say over their own lives would set aside a

small capital sum

A6V to . When you go to school you
will wear a scarf over your hair and you will be taken there

every morning

J0U that the Phillips curve had
appeared on the scene over thirty years after the publication of

the General

HP2 million people were dealt with by
the government scheme over the course of the war -- and in later

waves many
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G0D highlighted conflicting rights of
parents and school over the moral education of the children .

The publican

GUR meant when I said circumstances
outside the school over which we have no control , they have

no control &hellip;

B28 National Curriculum is likely to
come apart at the seams over the issue of resource , so also , given

the very

HBM has formed a major part of our
work in this sector over the last year . The existing framework

of qualifications

EEH located permanently in
depositories .</p> <p>Security over personal property is another area

where law and lawyers

FAU b ) no steps may be taken to
enforce any security over the company 's property , or to

repossess goods in

FD3 husband 's debts but did not
provide any security over their property , stand a little aloof

from the principles

FD3 binding on us and , if the cases in
which security over property has been given are set to one

side , there

CRT 13 per cent ) had been admitted to
serve sentences over five years and 84 of these had

received life imprisonment

HAX Catering staff and to Transport
Section for services over and above the call of duty

.</p><p>BERTIE CAMERON

FRT challenge the Secretary of State
for Social Services over delay in paying social security

benefits . Whether

ALM numbers of young people placed
in residential settings over the past two decades . In Flanders a

33 per cent

FP2 control theoretically exercised by
the shareholders over directors has been accentuated by the

dispersion

AN9 were still hundreds of farms and
thousands of sheep over which restrictions about movement

and slaughter were

ADG wear a camisole , like this , but I
'd put a shirt over it before I went out . You read in the

papers all

CRF fluctuations in support passing
between siblings over the lifetime of each . Jerrome 's (

1981 ) work on

FPR A salient feature of the rural
housing situation over this period has also been the

incorporation of a

GXJ of 13.6 metres . A thin reinforced
concrete slab over the beams provides support for the

bituminous carriageway

J78 effective deterrent .</p><p>The
deep division in society over the proper limits of sexual

permissiveness is mirrored

CLN whom contributed both to
longitudinal solidarity over time and horizontal solidarity

between groups . Of

GW4 post-1968 films deliberately gave
primacy to sounds over images , his earlier , less didactic

films were themselves

FYW present-both authorities would
lose some sovereignty over their current funds and may find this

unacceptable

GW4 basically ` figural ' films , which
foreground spectacle over narrative , for example , several of the

Spielberg
CBC almost a religion .</p><p>Hong over the visitor almost as soon as your
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Kong casts a spell aircraft weaves

CLN sun is arisen and is breaking forth
in splendour over the Christian Church ( which is

founded on a rock

K5L their timing is sound
.</p><p>The evident squabble over the country 's soul is bound to offend

those who

FP8 , a system by which power is
exerted by the state over individuals and groups within it . But

more than

K98 1993 , so watch your notice
boards .</p>IN A STEW OVER OXO TOWER<p>The decision to

deny listed status is

A7G really is one of Ethiopia 's few
success stories over the last decade . Now , with your help

, World Vision

HCG an excellent learning environment
. The strategy over the past few years has been to

establish the University

K5C returning to haunt the nineties . A
workforce , on strike over lay-offs , is offered a return-to-work

package which

EG0 archaeology of mining reveals a
historic struggle over the sex of miners . Just as men 's

muscularity was

A98 chemicals has engendered a bitter
legal struggle over an employee 's right of privacy , a

conflict which

A0K ` prig ' remains , as ever , in a
power struggle over the body ( Foucault 1977 )

.</p><p>There is no doubt

F9S Violence<p>This section looks
at overt struggles over power . It will encompass issues of

the force men

FB5 leadership had been further
dented .</p><p>The struggles over incomes policy and trade union

legislation were part

H07 Researchers in Canada , however
, studied college students over five years and found that lefties

tended to be born

GVD sciences and give longer periods
of study for students over broader subject areas . However ,

over the period

FP9 reputed to have been made in four
different studios over six months and to have cost £5,000

.</p><p>These

H0Y allowed to continue their foreign
language study over a period of three or four years in

order to master

FA3 steady increase in both sectors
and modes of study over that period , to the current total of

about one million

FP9 communicates . At worst this
means a culture of style over content , with which we are engaged

at present ;

EW8 was little or nothing ; among
unmarried subjects over the age of 20 if there had been no

sexual intercourse

CEK London Deposit offers 9.6 per
cent gross on sums over £10,000 and that is fixed until

January . '</p><p>

CMK August 1990 pension schemes
which are in surplus over the Inland Revenue limit ( 5 per cent )

are no longer

J0W Fenella was dressed entirely in
black , a black sweater over a black skirt , black stockings and on

top of the

GXJ annual maintenance costs
.</p><p>The drainage system over some sections of route has had to be

refurbished
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GXJ annual maintenance costs
.</p><p>The drainage system over some sections of route has also had to

be refurbished

HP6 later , after fitting an alarm and
the full system over numerous late nights , early mornings

and long weekends

K54 <p>Management from Caldaire
have already held talks over a Government clause which stalled

negotiations on

ALH sealing himself in a hotel room
with masking tape over the doors and windows and paper

towels over the bed

GVA therefore predicts that the
advantage of word targets over letter targets will be the same with a

backward mask

CBC .</p><p>TRAP TEN : Do n't try
to beat the taxman over any tips you may receive . The Inland

Revenue is

CMK their most generous , £35,300 in
respect of taxpayers over 65 .</p>Tax rebates<p>When you

retire , you may be

F9T 1980s that they entailed more
control by the teacher over children 's learning than was typical

in mainstream

HJ9 's options for the use of
information technology over the next five years was carried out

and made available

FAF areas . It has been this policy of
screening tenants over the decades before the main sale of

council houses

G1F curriculum leader , and
introducing potential tensions over who was responsible for what . These

were resolved

HJ1 ' scientific and environmental
concepts and terms over time in a sample of national daily and

Sunday newspapers

B0W trousers on . And he irritates me
by repeating things over and over again . '</p><p>` I 'm tired

by the constantly

EW7 teacher , the need for someone
else to talk things over with , plan with , compare notes with

. Organization

FR4 the poverty trap is the decline of
tax thresholds over the years , as well as the relatively

heavy rates

CM5 around injunctions not to , like
the inevitable tide over barely dried sand and everywhere

there are rolled-back

J2B to provide money for necessary
holidays , to tide over temporary financial difficulties , or to

meet other

FR5 man : I was n't really prepared to
lose any time over hitting a court welfare officer . As I

was going

CN5 features , is likely to involve
considerably more time over the next few years for teachers to

become able and

EX5 your attention span and extend
the length of time over which you can work effectively .

Study your own body

HPU mean that lots of people do
research and take time over it . It is to stress than no piece of

research ,

CMU provisions will come into force at
different times over the next few years . It is beyond the

scope of this

GWN those texts have already been
amended many times over . One well-known example would be

the basic social
B25 five fat novels and fill the news over . ' He gave as an example the New
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columns many times York Times which

HXF that the attainment targets are
covered many times over in the course of the work . Once a

plan of action

F9V frequently repeats the same
syntactic form several times over , as this fairground inspector does : I

look at fire

CBC parents that they are engaged --
often several times over -- before they are 18 .</p><p>The

difference with

G05 without confusion over purpose ,
without timidity over means , and above all without delay '

( para 55 )

EE1 proliferation of élite units , whose
title-changes over the years are clearly sorted out .</p>`

Monuments

K5L Royal Scots fly home to
Inverness , another tour over , a month 's leave ahead . Two days

ago , on St Patrick

G05 advance in the design , layout and
building of towns over what had been achieved before . The

period therefore

HPP project to upgrade parts of the
Union Canal towpath over the weekends of June 12 -- 13th and

June 19 -- 20th

HBM important changes in vocational
education and training over the last ten years . We hope that this

Update will

A7G programme , targeting to plant 7.5
million trees over a seven year period , is on its way .

Soon barren

ECE will have received .</p><p>The
analysis of trends over time offers another indirect method of

considering

G3P " He 's a sight too full of himself .
He 'll trip over his own wings one fine day , mark

my words , "</p>

AM6 ice a cake , carry it to a safe place
-- and trip over the cat ! ' ) ; ( d ) sometimes there is a

sense

EA4 further values which unsupported
workers can trip over unless they are explicitly addressed

within policy

C8Y or they are subject to dizzy spells
they may trip over the flex . Also many frail but not

necessarily disabled

B32 contain that risk -- make sure
there 's nothing to trip over , and that someone who can react

quickly is on hand

G31 collection of works of art ,
purchased by the Trustees over the past fifty years on advice from the

Director

ADG said she would be in shalwar
kameez , a short tunic over long trousers , the traditional Muslim

attire ; a

CBC because there is about to be some
momentous U-turn over Maastricht now that Britain 's

presidency of the

GWN elements of the rule serves to
create uncertainty over its application .</p>d . Costs and

Improperly Introduced

GVD for home students , and there
remains uncertainty over the appropriate offer ratios to be

applied . Detailed

CDP silence of the Transport and
General Workers ' Union over the selection of drivers for

redundancy by Tarmac

ACH reflected that the ` defeatist '
mood of the trade unions over the last few years had been

transformed . Now it
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HBM <p>Table 2.1 compares National
Certificate uptake over the past three sessions .</p><p>Note

:</p><p>Column

CR4 Great strides have been made in
user-involvement over the last few years -- in selecting and

training staff

B32 possible . Sign the list of property
and hand valuables over to the manager for safe keeping

.</p><p>Relatives

CEK under that age caught at the wheel
of any vehicle over 1.3 litres without a very good excuse

should then

AR0 ventures at his peril . Perhaps we
should draw a veil over further speculation and simply

describe train-spotting

GXJ refurbished or renewed . On the
85 m long viaduct over the Water of Leith and at other

bridges over local

ASB
impotence began almost
immediately after the Whig
victory

over James II . The Hanoverians of the
early eighteenth

HPP ! We were however rewarded
with spectacular views over the extensive harbour .</p><p>The

northernmost town

H8U arable before coming into the
paddocks by the village over the winter , to be stall-fed on the hay

cut from

ARW Bulgares , recently visited
England as part of the Voice Over Festival of international singing

.</p><p>Pam Mason

CEK frightening as they tried to make
sure they won the vote over Maastricht .</p><p>People say that

I can handle myself

FB5 probably exacerbated by the
restriction of real wages over the late '60s : it was by no means

unique to Britain

G1C <p>The Treasury has staff to
keep a continual watch over each department 's spending . It is

their business

C8R established a reputation as an
impartial watchdog over government spending . In 1979 , this

precedent was

FED Huntingdon ( 1972 ) . However ,
differential waveforms over the two hemispheres were recorded

by Wood , Goff

GWN rights of navigation since it
referred to any ` way over land or water ' and to persons ` in

possession of

G0T on the other side of the room .
She made her way over to him . He had no recollection of her

and began

K2M bees and beekeeping .</p><p>` I
was making my way over a field to the hives when I ` sort of '

tripped over

HXW B and Greenland to C. L1 granted
B a right of way over Greenland , and C was entitled to the

benefit of

CBC cost of conversion often pushed
the total outlay way over the property 's market value

.</p><p>These days ,

CS3 as direct evidence of success in
getting your way over other people 's opposition ( Dahl ,

1958 ; Polsby

BPK having been dropped . A run of
favourable weather over the next few years resulted in its

financial success

FAF pensions been increased by an
additional £5 a week over and above the inflation rate , and

supplementary
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CEE reaction was , ` Anyone who can
actually lose weight over Christmas must be ill . ' But the

doctor could find

C94 high-fibre content , they actually
lost some weight over a three-month period ! The potatoes

were so filling

C94 few pounds overweight and have
gained this weight over a lengthy period . We all think we eat

less than

HJ0 This may take the form of
economic growth as a whole over long periods . On the other hand it

may test particular

G1J whites are victimised by whites ,
while on the whole over 80 per cent of blacks are victimised

by blacks .

ABP 1939 , an unlimited power of
disposition by will over all his proprietary rights which

survive him , including

EEH is hoped that these statements of
principle will over time influence national courts by

persuading them

AP7 support of a wife up to the age of
85 , but any woman over 72 is more likely to be a widow left

on her own .

FST over-represented among the
poorest . ` Very elderly ' women over 75 were among the poorest of all

.</p><p>What are

GUW believed that of 227 miscarriages
amongst 122 women over a period of seven years , few were

accidental . Prosecutions

CKP certain about the absolute
numbers of men and women over the present statutory retirement

pension age ( 60

B3G relationships and loneliness . As
nearly 50 per cent of women over 65 live alone , compared with only 16

per cent of

FST country and the expanding
numbers of older women over the next twenty to forty years will

provide the keys

F9B measured . No protection exists
for men over 65 or women over 60 or for persons over normal retiring

age in a particular

K3J .</p><p>The number of babies
born to single women over 40 has more than doubled over the

last 10 years with

HTD and provides scope for essay and
dissertation work over a wide range of subjects and

disciplines . The stream

GXG Thomas 's writings and also
responses to new work over the past ten years .</p><p>Anstey 's

approach to

FAF pre-employment course , for
those who have been out of work over a set period of time .</p><p>Peter

Ashby in Citizenship

HTV what extent is the abuse of
women and men as workers over and above capitalist exploitation in a

particular

HJ0 . It is particularly important for
older workers over the age of 50 , but not confined to this

group .

FB5 aspect to the changing
composition of the workforce over the 1960s : a shift in what I referred

to earlier

AP7 the 1900s , evokes the long
shadow of the workhouse over the lives of the elderly in the decades

before Old

HD0 Baberton Mains Avenue . 5 . The
programme of works over £10,000 to be undertaken during the

periods 1st April
HTV the use of the mass media in the over the last few decades . Even in many
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developed world poor developing

ATA encouraged to be in top positions
at work the world over . If they get there the men plot all

kinds of strategies

AHW of leading charities says today
.</p> <p>Wrangles over funding between the department and

local authorities

J78 caution in those who threaten
their critics with writs over stories with a basis in truth .</p>The

meaning of

HPN Scotland are also fairly constant ,
averaging 3 per year over the whole period , although since

1977 , the average

EDK Outer London , from 26,000 to
only 3,000 per year over the same period . All of the other

large cities had

K54 over the first four years and
between £11m and £15m over the next nine years .</p><p>But

Coun Bryan Thistlethwaite
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